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Summary 

Haemodynamic information is believed to be one of the most crucial factors affecting 

the initiation, development, growth, and rupture of intracranial aneurysms (IAs). 

Many studies of haemodynamic simulation contribute to the understanding of 

aneurysmal flow dynamics; however, clarification and justification of the validity of 

simulation results inconclusive remains. Besides, for most simulations of flow-

diversion effect using a model flow-diverting (FD) stent, the properties of model FD 

stents failed to be calibrated to match the represented device, which would lead to 

inaccurate predictions of flow-diversion efficacy. 

Thus, this study aims to discover the factors that contribute to a more accurate and 

comprehensive simulation of aneurysmal haemodynamics and its flow-diversion 

treatment. Two main aspects were investigated in this thesis: 1) evaluation of the 

accuracy of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) predictions of aneurysmal 

haemodynamics before and after FD stent treatment, by comparing to in vivo and in 

vitro observations; and 2) investigation of the practicality of using porous medium (PM) 

stent models, with calibration of stent model parameters to represent the commercially 

available FD stents, by derivation of parameters like permeability (k) that account for 

the flow resistance induced by the model stent. 

To meet these needs, haemodynamic investigations of IAs and their flow-diversion 

treatments have been performed using different approaches. In Chapter 3 and 4, the 

validity of CFD predictions of aneurysmal haemodynamics was evaluated, by 

comparing the resolved velocity field in patient-specific aneurysms with experimental 

methods, such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) and phase-contrast magnetic 

resonance imaging (PCMRI). By comparing against a physical stent model, the PM 

model stent was found to be a practical tool to assist flow-diversion simulation. In 

Chapter 5 and 6, the PM model thickness range that would help to retain the simulation 

benefits without compromising the accuracy was first confirmed; then PM model FD 

stents were respectively calibrated to reflect the flow resistance created by several 

treatment modes using commercially available FD stents.  
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Overall, CFD prediction is proved to be able to accurately resolve the aneurysmal flow 

dynamics, and the investigation of calibrated PM stent modelling provides an 

individualised method that is more efficient than CFD simulations with a fully-

resolved stent model yet retains simulation accuracy. These studies substantially 

contribute to an improved validity of aneurysmal haemodynamic simulation, thereby 

enhancing the clinical relevance of such aneurysmal haemodynamic studies in the 

future. 
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1.1 Intracranial Aneurysms 7 

An intracranial aneurysm (IA), also referred to as a brain aneurysm or cerebral 8 

aneurysm, is an intracranial vascular disorder that appears as a balloon-like bulge that 9 

dilates out from a localised weakness in the brain artery wall [1] (see Figure 1-1 [2]). 10 

The prevalence rate of IAs in the adult population is up to 5 % [1]. 11 

IAs vary in both size and shape [3,4]. Aneurysms are respectively regarded as small, 12 

large, giant, and super-giant aneurysms for aneurysms with diameter less than 15 mm, 13 

between 15 to 25 mm, between 25 to 50 mm, and over 50 mm [5]. IAs are classified into 14 

three types by shape, which are saccular aneurysms, fusiform aneurysms, and micro-15 

aneurysms [1]. Saccular aneurysms, arising from one side of the blood vessel with a 16 

neck and a stem, often occur at the bifurcations and branches of large arteries at the 17 

Circle of Willis [6,7]; and it is the most common type of IA. Fusiform aneurysms, which 18 

have lower occurrence rates, manifest as an expansion in all directions of the artery 19 

locally. Micro-aneurysms are related to chronic hypertension, and often occur in small 20 

blood vessels (less than 300 µm). 21 

1.1.1 Causes 22 

The exact mechanisms of the initiation, development, and rupture of an aneurysm still 23 

remain unknown. However, some risk factors are considered to be related to the 24 

aneurysm formation and growth. Both illnesses and genetic conditions may lead to the 25 

initiation of an aneurysm, together with factors like hypertension, smoking, excessive 26 

alcoholism, obesity, and cocaine intake; in addition, head trauma and infections are 27 

also believed to be associated with aneurysm development [8–11].   28 

1.1.2 Symptoms and risks 29 

Patients with an aneurysm may experience various symptoms like headache, nausea, 30 

vomiting, and abnormal vision, etc., while it is also possible for some patients to have 31 

no symptoms [12]; this largely depends on the status of the aneurysm. A severe 32 

consequence of IA development is the rupture of aneurysm, which may result in 33 

subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH), known as brain bleeding. Patients with SAH have 34 
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high risk of brain damage with paralysis or coma, even death. According to the 35 

collected data by a study of sudden death [13], ruptured IA account for 1.5 % of all 36 

natural sudden death. Additionally, the mortality rate at 30 days after rupture can 37 

reach as much as 30 % [1]. 38 

The occurrence rate and danger level of aneurysms with respect to their locations and 39 

shapes also differ.  It is generally believed that larger aneurysms have higher tendency 40 

to rupture than smaller aneurysms; and also saccular aneurysms have higher risk of 41 

SAH than fusiform aneurysms [14].   42 

1.1.3 Diagnosis 43 

Most of the aneurysms are discovered when they start to rupture [15]. For most 44 

unruptured aneurysms, they are more likely to be discovered during routine brain 45 

imaging test incidentally [15].  46 

Arteries where most IAs were identified are the anterior communicating artery (ACA), 47 

internal carotid artery (ICA), and posterior communicating artery (PCA), with 48 

collective occurrence rate of 30 to 35 %, followed by the middle cerebral artery (MCA) 49 

with 20 % [16].Depending on the location of the aneurysm and the patient’s medical 50 

history, one or more of the following diagnostic tools can be adopted to observe the 51 

condition of the aneurysm [17]. 52 

i. Magnetic resonance imaging and angiography (MRI/MRA), which produce detailed 53 

images of tissues and blood vessels in the brain, using strong magnetic field, radio 54 

waves, and field gradients [18]. 55 

ii. Computed tomography angiography scan (abbreviated as CT/CTA scan), which 56 

produces a series of cross-sectional images that are able to capture detailed images 57 

of areas in the brain, using a combination of X-ray scans from different angles [18,19].  58 

iii. Cerebral angiography, based on digital subtraction angiography (DSA) technique, 59 

which is a procedure to evaluate various conditions of the blood vessels, using X-60 

ray images of the visible blood vessels after injection of contrast medium into an 61 

artery. 62 
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 63 

1.1.4 Treatments 64 

The treatment of an aneurysm is determined from among the following methods 65 

according to the patient’s need and the condition of the aneurysm. The size and 66 

location, and whether or not the aneurysm has ruptured, help medical doctors make a 67 

decision on each individual treatment [20–22].  68 

1.1.4.1 Surgical clipping 69 

The procedure of surgical clipping requires the surgeon to perform open-head surgery, 70 

during which the blood supply to the aneurysm will be blocked by putting a metal clip 71 

at the base of the aneurysm (see Figure 1-2(a) [23]). Surgical clipping is a more 72 

Figure 1-1 Intracranial aneurysms observed in rotational angiography (left) and in vivo (right). AN1 
to AN4 in the intraoperative photographs respectively correspond to the four aneurysms identified 

in the rotational angiographical images. [2] 
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established method for treating aneurysms, but it requires the neurosurgeons to be 73 

adequately experienced with precision and deep understanding of the structure of the 74 

brain, as otherwise may increase the complexities and risks of the procedure [24].  75 

1.1.4.2 Endovascular treatments 76 

Procedures using endovascular devices constitute a more recent method for the 77 

treatment of IAs. Treatment with endovascular devices, such as coils and flow-78 

diverting (FD) stents, has been found to produce good clinical outcomes as a minimal-79 

invasive method [25,26].  80 

The procedure of endovascular coiling is performed by sending a catheter to the 81 

aneurysm through an artery, and then releasing platinum coils into the aneurysm to 82 

block the blood flow from entering it, thereby promoting aneurysmal thrombosis [27] 83 

(see Figure 1-2(b) [23]). For wide-neck aneurysms, a stent could be placed in the artery, 84 

across the aneurysm neck, supporting the coils inside the aneurysm (see Figure 1-2(c)). 85 

However, it also has risks of thrombosis and stenosis, and the recurrence rate can be 86 

higher especially for the coil treatment with wide-neck aneurysms [28]. 87 

A breakthrough treatment for complex aneurysms, for example the wide-neck 88 

aneurysm, the fusiform aneurysm, and the bifurcation aneurysm, has been developed, 89 

which is the FD stent. It offers these patients a successful alternative (> 90 %) to the 90 

previous treatment strategies [29].  91 

Figure 1-2 Treatments of IAs: (a) surgical clipping (b) coiling (c) coiling with assistant stent (d) FD 
stent [23] 
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A FD stent is a tubular metal mesh to be deployed in the parent artery across the 92 

aneurysm neck, to divert blood flow away from entering the aneurysm sac [26] (see 93 

Figure 1-2(d) [23]). Several brands of FD stent are currently available on the market 94 

(see Figure 1-3 [30–32]), i.e. Pipeline Embolization Device (PED; EV3-MT, Irvine, USA) 95 

[30,33], Silk FD stent (Balt, Montmorency, France) [32,34], Surpass (Stryker, Fremont, 96 

USA), and Flow Redirection Endoluminal Device (FRED; Microvention, Tustin, USA) 97 

[31]; these FD stents have different structures, varying in wire number, wire thickness, 98 

number of wire layers, braiding angle, and porosity (metal-free to total area) [26], 99 

thereby resulting in different flow-diversion effect. 100 

1.2 Haemodynamics 101 

Haemodynamics refers to the dynamics of blood flow, which depends on the physical 102 

laws that determine the blood flow in the vessels. Haemodynamic conditions 103 

continuously vary with respect to the environment and conditions in the human body. 104 

Figure 1-3 Representatives of commercially available FD stents on the market [30-32] 
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1.2.1 The Study of Blood Flow 105 

1.2.1.1 Blood and its Properties  106 

Blood comprises plasma, red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets. Due to 107 

different components in the blood, their continuous interaction between each other 108 

make the blood act more like a non-Newtonian fluid [35,36].  109 

Blood plasma behaves like a Newtonian fluid [37]. At temperature of 37 ℃, the typical 110 

value of viscosity is 1.4 mPas [38], and it varies with temperature changes. The density 111 

of blood plasma is around 1050 kg/m3 [39]. 112 

1.2.1.2 Cardiac Flow Rate 113 

The pumping heart with rhythmic contraction and relaxation provides the original 114 

power that drives the blood running through the entire circulatory system. The 115 

volumes of blood within a unit time, also known as the blood flow rate, pumped out 116 

from the heart and returning to the heart are supposed to be approximately equal.    117 

1.2.1.3 Pressure in Circulatory System 118 

The blood pressure in the circulatory system is created by the heartbeat which also 119 

generates pulsatile blood flow. The pressure periodically varies between the maximal 120 

value and the minimal value –– the systolic pressure and the diastolic pressure [40].   121 

1.2.1.4 Velocity 122 

The velocity of blood in different blood vessels is mainly associated with the total 123 

cross-sectional area of the corresponding level in the circulatory system that each 124 

vessel belongs to. The velocity is expressed as the blood flow rate in the given vessel 125 

divided by the local cross-sectional area.  126 

The blood flow in cerebral vascular belongs to laminar flow in normal conditions [41], 127 

so that the velocity in the centre of the vessel is largest while close to the vessel wall is 128 

the smallest value. Mean velocity within the cross section is often measured [42].  129 
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1.2.1.5 Shear Stress  130 

When blood is running along a blood vessel that forms a solid boundary, a shear stress 131 

will occur. The blood velocity at the vessel wall is dictated to be zero due to the no-slip 132 

boundary condition [43]. For Newtonian fluids under laminar conditions, the shear 133 

stress is proportional to the flow velocity gradient adjacent to the wall. According to 134 

the simple Hagen–Poiseuille equation, the shear stress is directly proportional to the 135 

blood flow rate, while inversely proportional to the diameter of the blood vessel [44,45].  136 

1.2.2 Haemodynamic Parameters and Blood Vascular Disorders 137 

Many studies indicate the relationship between haemodynamic information and local 138 

vascular disorders [6,7,46–50], like IAs and stenosis. Haemodynamic information is 139 

believed to be one of the most crucial factors affecting the initiation, development, 140 

growth, and rupture of IAs [47,50–53]. Therefore, the simulation of local aneurysmal 141 

haemodynamics should be carried out with adequate accuracy, as it helps to imply the 142 

aneurysm status. Moreover, the post-treatment aneurysmal haemodynamic 143 

information can also be useful information in the evaluation of aneurysm healing 144 

progress, as well as in the assessment of device treatment effects. 145 

1.3 Literature Review 146 

1.3.1 Implications of Haemodynamics on Intracranial Vascular Disorders 147 

and their Treatment 148 

Many studies have shown the association between haemodynamic information and 149 

vascular disorders [54–57]. Especially saccular intracranial aneurysms that generally 150 

occur at arterial curves and bifurcations in the circle of Willis, show strong implications 151 

of a critical role for haemodynamics in such vascular geometry [6]. The haemodynamic 152 

index known as the gradient oscillatory number (GON) has been found to be closely 153 

associated with the generation of aneurysms [51]. Low wall shear stress (WSS) on the 154 

aneurysm wall is reported as a potential risk factor in aneurysm rupture, by the 155 

comparison of haemodynamic parameters between unruptured and ruptured IAs [47]. 156 
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In contrast, reduction of inflow jet, energy loss (EL), volume flow rate, and WSS are 157 

found to be favourable haemodynamic parameters that indicate successful IA 158 

treatments [58–62]. The treatment of IAs with FD stents pursues a fast aneurysm 159 

occlusion, which is regarded as a sign of successful treatment. The occlusion time can 160 

be predicted by post-treatment aneurysmal haemodynamics; lower velocity, inflow 161 

rate, and shear rate are reported to be associated with a fast aneurysm occlusion [63]. 162 

1.3.2 Impact of Morphology Difference on Haemodynamic Information 163 

Many studies have indicated that aneurysmal morphological differences might lead to 164 

haemodynamic variations [64,65]. Aneurysm morphologies of different aspect ratio 165 

(AR) are found to have different haemodynamic parameters, like inflow rate, time-166 

averaged WSS, relative residence time (RRT), and oscillatory shear index (OSI) [66]. 167 

Investigation have shown that aneurysm AR, together with size ratio, are  correlated 168 

to the EL when the flow running across the aneurysm. EL is a parameter believed to 169 

be able to reveal the potential tendency of aneurysm rupture, and increasing EL 170 

indicates higher risk of aneurysm rupture compared to decreasing EL [50,59,67,68].  171 

Besides the aneurysm morphology, the position of an aneurysm and the parent vessel 172 

geometry can also influence the intra-aneurysmal haemodynamics; the presence of 173 

stenosis upstream of an aneurysm may lead to increased WSS on the aneurysm surface 174 

[69]. Aneurysmal haemodynamics are also found to be noticeably affected by different 175 

morphological combinations of aneurysm and parent artery curvatures, along with the 176 

aneurysm located at different positions [70]. By comparing the simulated flow in 177 

aneurysms respectively located at straight vessels and curved vessels, the flow 178 

patterns are confirmed to follow fundamentally different haemodynamics rules – 179 

shear-driven versus inertia-driven flow patterns [6]. 180 

1.3.3 Haemodynamic Studies  181 

Studies using different methods to study the vascular haemodynamcis have been 182 

performed in the past. Raschi et al. studied the haemodynamic information in a 183 

growing patient-specific intracranial aneurysm by comparing the particle imaging 184 

velocimetry (PIV) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results [71]. Van Ooij et al. 185 
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studied the flow pattern in a patient-specific aneurysm with CFD, PIV, and phase-186 

contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PCMRI) [72–75]. Bouillit et al. observed the flow 187 

pattern and velocity reduction in an idealised sidewall aneurysm before and after three 188 

commercial FD stent deployments, using both PIV and CFD  [76–78]. With these 189 

research studies showing the agreement and disagreement between various methods, 190 

the comparison of aneurysmal flows with modifications resulting from FD stent 191 

interventions, for patient-specific IAs, have rarely been taken into consideration.   192 

1.3.4 Modelling of FD Stents in Haemodynamic Simulation 193 

Many simulations of FD stent treatment use porous medium (PM) method, as it can 194 

markedly improve the computational efficiency. In contrast to modelling the FD stent 195 

with fine meshes, which requires a high-resolution spatial discretisation around the 196 

stent’s thin wires, PM-FD models mimic the resistance effect of an FD stent with 197 

parameters that characterise a PM, such as permeability (k) and inertial resistance 198 

factor (C2) [79–82]. A number of studies have been performed to understand the 199 

correlation between the PM-FD stent and the fine-mesh FD stent model [58,79,80,83–200 

87]. To obtain the PM model parameters that would be similar to an FD, Augsburger 201 

et al. created a FD test model, which had a geometry similar to the commercially 202 

available Silk FD stent, and derived k and C2 values for the test model’s PM analogue. 203 

Simulation of FD treatment results, using a PM model with Silk properties, also shown 204 

tendencies consistent with clinical results after treatment with Silk stent [58]. 205 

1.4 Research Objectives 206 

Studies of haemodynamic simulation contribute to the understanding of aneurysmal 207 

flow dynamics and FD stent treatment efficacy. However, many of studies to date lack 208 

clarification and justification of the validity of simulation results, and, furthermore, 209 

published simulation studies remain inconclusive for PM modelling in the 210 

investigation of flow-diversion efficacy. 211 

1.4.1 Shortcomings of Current Aneurysm Haemodynamic Studies 212 

Further contributions can be made to the following aspects: 213 
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First, the accuracy of simulation results would be drastically compromised when the 214 

simulation was not performed following a rigorous protocol or lacked discussion of 215 

validity (e.g. the precision of model geometry reconstruction, the reasonableness of 216 

parameter settings, the consistency in the recurrence of circulation environment, etc.). 217 

Despite the fact that hundreds of IA simulation studies with/without FD stents have 218 

been published, few of them have sought to clarify their results’ validity, via 219 

comparison with the real fluid environment in vivo or in vitro. Those accuracy-related 220 

discussions become particularly crucial, and cannot be avoided in the haemodynamic 221 

studies of any ‘patient-specific’ cases. 222 

In addition, for most simulations in which a model FD stent is needed, there was a 223 

failure to calibrate the model FD stent’s properties to match the stent that was 224 

represented, due to the neglect of the diversity in possible FD stent structures. Among 225 

different types of model FD stents, the PM model is one of the most commonly adopted 226 

models, as it can save computational time, as well as relieve the burden of performing 227 

a virtual stent deployment simulation. However, many simulations using a PM model 228 

failed to consider the drastic consequences resulting from different stent wire 229 

configurations. Instead, the only parameter setting used in their studies were a set of 230 

parameters derived from a Silk stent many years ago by Augsburger, et al. [79]. As 231 

these model FD stents ignored the importance of calibrating the parameter settings to 232 

the match the represented FD stents, the simulation of flow-diversion effects could not 233 

provide accurate predictions. 234 

1.4.2 Objectives of this Thesis 235 

In this thesis I seek to examine the accuracy and variation of parameters in 236 

haemodynamic simulations for an aneurysm and its flow-diversion treatment. To meet 237 

this need, efforts have been made in the following aspects: 238 

(1) studies to explore the accuracy of CFD predictions of aneurysmal haemodynamics 239 

within a set of patient-specific cases, before and after FD treatment, by comparing to 240 

experimental methods (i.e. PIV, PCMRI, etc.);  241 

(2) parametric studies to calibrate the PM model FD stents to different treatment modes 242 

using commercially available devices (i.e. the single Silk+, PED, FRED, as well as 243 
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several multiple stent deployment scenarios), thereby quantifying the sensitivity of the 244 

flow-diversion efficacy to the stent configurations.  245 

With these studies, I expect to discover the simulation parameters and morphologic 246 

characteristics that may affect the credibility of aneurysm haemodynamic simulations, 247 

and, furthermore, provide future model FD studies a set of parameters after calibration 248 

to a variety of treatment modes. 249 

1.5 Thesis Contents 250 

The contents of this thesis are outlined as follows: 251 

 Chapter 1: an introduction of this study’s background, a literature review of the 252 

relevant publications, and a proposal of research objectives of this thesis; 253 

 Chapter 2: introductions of the materials and methods to be applied in the 254 

following chapters; 255 

 Chapter 3: an accuracy assessment of CFD simulations by comparing the 256 

aneurysmal haemodynamic results obtained with experimental methods (PIV 257 

and PCMRI), using a patient-specific aneurysm model; 258 

 Chapter 4: an accuracy assessment of CFD simulations by comparing aneurysmal 259 

haemodynamic results obtained with PIV experiments, before and after FD stent 260 

treatment of a patient-specific aneurysm model; further, this chapter also 261 

involves the validation of a PM stent modelling; 262 

 Chapter 5: an investigation of the impact on aneurysmal haemodynamics of 263 

variation of PM model thickness, when the PM permeation parameters are 264 

compensated to represent the same resistance; 265 

 Chapter 6: a calibration of PM stent models to match various commercially 266 

available FD stents for the study of flow-diversion efficacies; 267 

 Chapter 7: a conclusion of this study and the outlook beyond the content in this 268 

thesis. 269 



 270 

 271 

 272 

  273 

Materials and Methods 274 

  275 
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  2.1 Modelling of Aneurysm Geometries 276 

2.1.1 Idealised Aneurysm Geometries 277 

Idealised models are usually established in studies of aneurysmal fluid flows to focus 278 

on the investigation of fluid variations that result from a specific morphological feature, 279 

as the idealised model can be designed to represent a vascular disorder from a 280 

comprehensive perspective, concerning different morphological scenarios of 281 

combination with its parent artery and at different severities of the disease [70,88,89].   282 

For observation of the treatment efficacy of FD stent models with different wire 283 

structures, using idealised aneurysm models can eliminate undesired morphological 284 

factors that may have impact on the flow-diversion effect, thereby providing a simple 285 

fluid environment to achieve a pure evaluation of the stent wire structures [90,91].   286 

Idealised aneurysm geometries can be created with computer-aided design (CAD) 287 

software tools. In this thesis, idealised models constructed using a commercial CAD 288 

tool, Pro/ENGINEER (Wildfire 5.0, PTC, USA), were employed in two scenarios. One 289 

is a saccular aneurysm with an upstream stenosis at different locations and severities 290 

(refer to Section 2.4 and Appendix I for detailed information), while the other is a 291 

straight tube with various FD stents placed in it (refer to Section 6.2.3 for detailed 292 

information).  293 

2.1.2 Realistic Aneurysm Geometries 294 

2.1.2.1 Data acquisition 295 

Realistic aneurysms, also known as patient-specific aneurysms, can be detected by 296 

medical imaging techniques, like digital subtraction angiography (DSA), computer 297 

tomography angiography (CTA), and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA). The 298 

shape of the patient-specific aneurysm scanned by these approaches is usually stored 299 

as a series of slice-by-slice two-dimensional (2D) images in the digital imaging and 300 

communications in medicine (DICOM) format, which can then be reconstructed into 301 

three-dimensional (3D) geometries using either commercial or open-source image 302 

processing packages, e.g. OsiriX (Pixmeo SARL, Switzerland), MIMICS (Materialise, 303 
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Belgium) and a vascular modelling toolkit (VMTK, http://www.vmtk.org/). This 304 

process involves image segmentation and 3D reconstruction, during which 2D 305 

contours showing the cross-section shapes represented by the pixel greyscales are first 306 

generated and then reconstructed into a 3D geometry based upon a contour 307 

interpolation strategy. Three patient-specific aneurysms were employed in this thesis 308 

(refer to Section 3.2.1, 4.2.1, 5.2.1, and 6.2.1 for detailed information). 309 

2.1.2.2 In silico aneurysm model 310 

Based on the slice-by-slice scans from clinical data, image segmentation and 3D 311 

reconstruction will be performed to obtain an in silico aneurysm model, using a 312 

combination of several computer software tools. The reconstructed geometry can then 313 

be stored as a surface model in STL format, which was assumed to have the same 314 

morphology as the patient-specific aneurysm measured obtained from medical 315 

imaging techniques.  316 

To be further employed in numerical simulation, this 3D virtual model needs to be 317 

prepared as a computational model for fluid calculation, which is the meshing process. 318 

The entire fluid zone would be discretised into numerous tiny elements (tetrahedron, 319 

hexahedron, pyramid, polyhedron, etc.), through which the calculation of fluid 320 

properties can be transmitted between inlets and outlets.  321 

2.1.2.3 In vitro aneurysm phantom 322 

To meet the requirements for a physical experiment intended to study the fluid flow 323 

movements in aneurysms, an in vitro model should be created based on the 3D virtual 324 

models. In this thesis, patient-specific aneurysms were cast into silicone block models 325 

(refer to Section 3.2.1.1 and 4.2.1 for detailed information) with their aneurysm moulds 326 

obtained by using a 3D printing technique.  327 

During the process of in vitro model manufacture, unexpected errors would usually 328 

happen due to the limitation in 3D printing resolution. To maintain fine similarity 329 

between computational model and physical model, a microscopic computed 330 

tomography (microCT) scan can be adopted to precisely capture the morphology of 331 

the physical model, which could later assist the reconstruction of a 3D geometry that 332 

has the same morphological details as the physical model.  333 
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To implement the microCT scanning, key procedures included: (1) the emitted X-rays 334 

first travelled through the model and were then recorded by a detector; (2) an X-ray 335 

projection image was then generated according to the X-rays transmitted to the 336 

detector; (3) a series of projection images was generated while the silicone phantom 337 

was rotating around; (4) the projection images were then processed into a series of 2D 338 

reconstructed images, which were known as the model cross sections, showing the 339 

internal structures of the scanned plane, and those images were stored in DICOM 340 

format (refer to Section 3.2.1.2 for detailed information).    341 

2.2 Modelling of Flow-Diverting Stents 342 

Three approaches of FD stent modelling that are suitable to be selected to meet 343 

different research purposes are introduced here, which are idealised FD stent model, 344 

porous medium (PM) stent model, and virtual stent deployment (VSD).  345 

2.2.1 Idealised FD Stent Model 346 

An idealised FD stent model is commonly used in the investigation of flow-diversion 347 

efficacy with different wire structures and the optimisation of existing wire structures. 348 

The model can be designed as a fully-resolved wire mesh in flat or curved planes [90], 349 

or a fully-resolved tubular wire mesh [91], with stent structures of various wire 350 

diameter, wire numbers, wire shape, layer of wire, etc., thereby resulting in different 351 

porosities and pore densities.  352 

Based on the features of several commonly used commercial FD stents on the market, 353 

idealised tubular FD stent models are created in this thesis to obtain the flow resistance 354 

created by each of them (refer to Section 6.2.2 for detailed information).  355 

2.2.2 Porous Medium (PM) Stent Model 356 

When a FD stent is modelled as a PM model, the entire stent model is regarded as 357 

whole body, without fully-resolved individual wires. This modelling approach can 358 

markedly improve the computational efficiency, as it avoids the difficulties that may 359 

arise in the process of fluid zone discretisation around thin wires, thereby releasing the 360 
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burden on the flow calculation. In contrast to modelling the FD stent with fully-361 

resolved fine meshes, PM models mimic the resistance effect of an FD stent with 362 

adjustment of parameters that characterise a PM. PM stent models were employed in 363 

Chapter 4, 5, and 6 in this thesis.  364 

2.2.2.1 Porous medium and its properties 365 

A porous medium (PM), also known as a porous material, is a kind of material that 366 

contains pores. The skeletal material of a PM is often a solid material in the structure 367 

of a frame or a matrix, while the pores inside the skeletor are commonly filled with a 368 

fluid. 369 

Many properties can specifically characterise a PM, like its permeability (k), tensile 370 

strength, and electrical conductivity, but these may different for the respective 371 

constituents of a PM and its porosity and pore structures. The continuity of pores 372 

between the solid frame also varies in each PM; however, how much of the pore spaces 373 

can access the flow running through the PM is determined by the effective porosity 374 

excluding those closed pores. 375 

To resolve the fluid flow through a PM, problems should respectively be discussed 376 

under different scales [92,93]. At the micro-scale, also known as the pore-scale, the fluid 377 

moves through only a few small pores—the fluid-filled spaces— and is resolved using 378 

conventional fluid mechanics approaches. However, at the macro-scale, which 379 

considers a wider field including a large number of pores, the conventional fluid 380 

mechanics approach can no longer be applied to such sophisticated flow movement, 381 

especially for the complex spatial resolution of the PM structure [94]. Therefore, over 382 

a representative elementary volume, a volume-averaging method is adopted to 383 

convert the micro-scale properties into macro-scale properties, like the intrinsic 384 

permeability (k), to describe the characteristic of the PM [93,94]. 385 

In the macro-scale, the intrinsic k determines the capability of a PM to transmit fluid. 386 

The k, together with the density and the viscosity of the fluid, influences the hydraulic 387 

conductivity of a PM for a single-phase flow. As a second-order tensor with nine 388 

components, as shown below, k represents permeabilities in different directions [94]. 389 
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𝒌 = [

𝑘𝑥𝑥 𝑘𝑥𝑦 𝑘𝑥𝑧

𝑘𝑦𝑥 𝑘𝑦𝑦 𝑘𝑦𝑧

𝑘𝑧𝑥 𝑘𝑧𝑦 𝑘𝑧𝑧

] m2                                        (2-1) 390 

The only factor to determine the intrinsic k is the structure of the PM; depends on 391 

whether the PM frame is isotropic or anisotropic, the k in different directions can be 392 

either same or not.  393 

2.2.2.2 Laws for fluid flowing through a PM 394 

Due to the different properties of each PM, as well as specific properties of the fluid, a 395 

flow across the PM varies in both the behaviour when flowing through the PM and the 396 

amount of fluid that can pass through the PM.  397 

The fluid flowing through the PM in macro-scale follows the momentum balance 398 

equations. Darcy’s law and the Darcy–Forchheimer law, both obtained experimentally, 399 

can be used to respectively describe the flow through a PM in low or high velocity 400 

[92,93,95–98]. 401 

Darcy’s law describes the proportional relationship between the discharge rate of a 402 

single-phase fluid through a PM, the pressure change across the certain distance, and 403 

the viscosity of the fluid, as shown in the equation below. 404 

𝑄 = −
𝑘𝐴(𝑝𝑏−𝑝𝑎)

𝜇𝐿
,                                                     (2-2)   405 

where Q is the total discharged volume of fluid per time (m3/s), k is the intrinsic 406 

permeability (m2), A is the cross-sectional area (m2), pa and pb are the pressure at each 407 

position (Pa), 𝜇 is the fluid viscosity (Pa·s), and L is the length of the distance between 408 

two positions where the pressures are measured (m). 409 

Therefore, the discharge per unit area per time can be deduced as: 410 

𝒒 = −
𝒌

𝝁
𝛁𝑝,                                                      (2-3) 411 

where q is the Darcy flux (m/s), and 𝛁𝑝 is the vector of pressure gradient (Pa/m). 412 

According the equation, Darcy’s law explains some features of fluid flowing through 413 

the PM: 1) it is the pressure gradient over a distance that governs the flow across a PM; 414 

2) the flow moves from high pressure to low pressure areas; 3) higher pressure 415 
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difference leads to higher discharge rate; 4) the discharge rate varies with respect to 416 

different structures of PM. 417 

However, Darcy’s law only applies to slow flow. Experimental observations indicate 418 

the validity of Darcy’s law for flow with Reynolds number (Re) less than 10. For flow 419 

in PM with Re larger than 10, the enhanced influence on flow of inertial effects can 420 

become crucial. Therefore, as an additional form of Darcy’s law, the Forchheimer law, 421 

as shown in the equation below, including an inertial term added to the original 422 

equation, is capable to account for the non-linear phenomenon of the pressure change 423 

under different fluid discharge rate [94,99].  424 

The coefficient for the Forchheimer term is strongly dependent on the regime of the 425 

flow. As the discharge rate of fluid increases, the coefficient needs to be calibrated to 426 

reflect the experimental observations of the inertial effects [94]. 427 

2.2.2.3 PM model FD stent in numerical simulation 428 

In numerical simulation of the fluid dynamics, a FD stent can be modelled as a PM 429 

layer, as both of them have the same feature of creating a resistance to the flow, and 430 

allow only a portion of the fluid to flow through. The PM layer can be modelled by 431 

adding a momentum source term to the continuity and Navier–Stokes equations, as 432 

shown in the equation below, at specific elements in the volumetric mesh of the fluid 433 

zone [79,81]. 434 

𝑆𝑖 = − (
𝜇

𝑘
𝑣𝑖 + 𝐶2

1

2
𝜌|𝒗|𝑣𝑖),                                          (2-4) 435 

where 𝑘 is isotropic permeability, 𝐶2 is inertial resistance coefficient, i stands for the 436 

coordinate x, y, or z, v is velocity, 𝜇 is viscosity, and 𝜌 is density. 437 

The pressure drop, which reflects the resistance to the flow through the PM, can is 438 

calculated as 439 

∆𝑝𝑖  =  −𝑆𝑖 ∆𝑒𝑖,                                                      (2-5) 440 

where ∆𝑝𝑖 is the pressure drop across the PM, and ∆𝑒 is the thickness of the porous 441 

medium. 442 
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Therefore, for a PM model FD stent with a given thickness, the k and C2 parameters 443 

can be respectively derived and defined to create certain flow resistance.  444 

2.2.3 Virtual Stent Deployment (VSD) 445 

To simulate the actual FD stent deployment procedure, a FD stent model with fully-446 

resolved wire structures can be generated using different virtual stent deployment 447 

(VSD) methods [100–104]. VSD of commercially available FD stents can be performed 448 

to mimic the stent structures in a patient-specific aneurysm artery, from the initially 449 

crimped condition to the expanded status within the parent artery (see Figure 2-1 [101]). 450 

2.3 Fluid Flow Studies 451 

2.3.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 452 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD), based on the Navier–Stokes equations, is a 453 

combination of the use of applied mathematics, physics, numerical analysis and data 454 

Figure 2-1 FD stent deployment process of a successfully-treated aneurysm case. (From top-left to 
bottom-right: stent vertices fully crimped to fully expanded) [101] 
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structures in computational methods, in order to solve problems in fluid mechanics. In 455 

the biomedical engineering field, CFD calculation is commonly used to clarify the local 456 

haemodynamics in human blood vessels [105,106]. With the scanned data from clinical 457 

imaging techniques, a realistic 3D model of the human vascular system can be 458 

reconstructed. Thus, the fluid behaviour in such vascular systems can be resolved 459 

using CFD while the assumption of blood-analogue-fluid is adopted, as well as the 460 

boundary conditions to be specified as for the realistic blood flow environment. 461 

The process of this numerical analysis of fluid flow involves the representation of 462 

partial differential equations (PDE) in the form of discrete algebraic equations. Three 463 

popular discretisation methods in CFD are respectively finite volume method (FVM), 464 

finite element method (FEM), and finite difference method (FDM). In the FVM, volume 465 

integrals in a PDE that contain a divergence term are converted to surface integrals, 466 

using the divergence theorem (also known as Gauss’s theorem). These divergence 467 

terms are then evaluated as fluxes at the surfaces of each finite volume. These methods 468 

are conservative, as the flux entering a given volume is identical to that leaving the 469 

adjacent volume.  470 

The FVM is often applied to the simulation of high-Re turbulent flows and source term 471 

dominated flows, as it requires less computer memory and shorter simulation time 472 

compared to FEM. While the approach of FEM is often used in structural analysis of 473 

solids or fluids, FVM offers great supports for unstructured meshes, which suits the 474 

description of patient-specific arterial flows [107].  475 

CFD simulation software tool Ansys (Canonsburg, USA) is based on FVM, in which 476 

the discretised fluid domain is to be solved with Navier–Stokes equations which 477 

describes the conservation of fluid mass, momentum, and energy. The general form of 478 

the steady state Navier–Stokes equation is 479 

𝜌𝑢𝑗
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
 =  −

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[𝜇 (

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
)] + 𝑆𝑖 ,                           (2-6) 480 

where 𝜌  represents the density, P is the static pressure, 𝑢𝑖  and 𝑢𝑗 are velocity 481 

components and 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity. 𝑆𝑖 is the source term of the momentum 482 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divergence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_integral
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divergence_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservation_law_(physics)
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equation, which can be used to account for the pressure drop through a certain kind of 483 

material. 484 

CFD simulations were employed in Chapter 3, 4, 5, and 6 in this thesis. 485 

2.3.2 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 486 

Particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) is non-intrusive optical method used to investigate 487 

the instantaneous velocity vector field of the fluid flows. By analysing the 488 

displacement of a great number of particles in the fluid that precisely trace the flow, 489 

the flow movement can be accurately resolved [108]. The basic components in a 490 

standard planar PIV system include a laser source, the light-sheet-forming optics, the 491 

seeding particles for tracing the fluid movement, a high-speed still camera to capture 492 

images of the particles, the image digitisation hardware, and a computer for the storage 493 

and analysis of data. 494 

PIV has advantages in many aspects. As a non-intrusive method, if the seeding 495 

particles are reasonably adopted and added in to the fluid, the distortion of the fluid 496 

flow can be negligible [109]. Moreover, the use of optical measurement eliminates the 497 

error that may induced by any intrusive flow measurement devices. In addition, with 498 

adequate resolution of the camera, precise analysis of the velocity vector field can be 499 

achieved. However, planar PIV is not capable of measuring the velocity components 500 

in the z axis. The velocity in such direction is normally not only missed, they may 501 

influence the analysis of data in x and y axis due to parallax. This limitation is possible 502 

to be avoided by performing stereoscopic PIV measurement, which requires two high-503 

speed cameras tracing the particle movement from different angles.  504 

PIV experiments were employed in Chapter 3 and 4 in this thesis. 505 

2.3.3 Phase-Contrast Magnetic Resonance Imaging (PCMRI) 506 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive imaging method commonly used 507 

in clinics that produces detailed 3D images of human anatomical information, without 508 

the use of damaging radiation. It is often used in the detection and diagnosis of 509 

diseases, as well as in post-treatment monitoring. This method is based on technology 510 
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that stimulates and detects the changes in the direction of protons, which are found in 511 

the water compositions in the human body. 512 

Phase-contrast MRI (PCMRI) is a method to obtain quantitative information on blood 513 

flow in the human body, which can be operated both under holding breath or during 514 

normal respiration [110]. In PCMRI, a pair of bipolar gradients is used, which is able 515 

to create phase shifts of moving spins. By measuring the phase change, velocity of flow 516 

can be calculated, based on the proportional correlation between the spin velocities 517 

and their phase shifts. Therefore, with PCMRI, the 3D or 4D (plus time, for the time-518 

resolved PCMRI) velocity vector field of blood flows in the human body can be 519 

measured [111].  520 

The most precise measurement of flow can be achieved when the target plane of 521 

imaging is perpendicular to the vessel of interest, while the flow encoding is set as the 522 

flow across the plane. However, due to technique limitations, some errors are difficult 523 

to avoid in PCMRI: for example, incorrectly matched encoding velocity, inadequate 524 

temporal and spatial resolution, and errors in phase offset [110]. 525 

PCMRI measurements were employed in Chapter 3 in this thesis. 526 

2.4 An Application of CFD Simulation of Flows in Idealised 527 

Aneurysm Models 528 

CFD simulations were employed in every study in this thesis. A preliminary 529 

simulation was first performed with an idealised aneurysm located in parent artery 530 

with complicated morphologies. Through this test, basic methodologies for CFD 531 

simulation were confirmed, while the impact on aneurysmal flow pattern affected by 532 

morphological factors were also observed. 533 

2.4.1 Introduction 534 

The purpose of this application was to investigate the impact of upstream stenosis 535 

morphology on aneurysmal haemodynamics, by performing CFD simulations with 536 

idealised straight-vessel and curved-vessel aneurysm models. Specific attention is paid 537 
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to different severity of stenosis, various distance between stenosis and aneurysm, and 538 

curvatures of the parent arteries. Results of the straight-vessel models are shown 539 

herein (details about the curved-vessel models can be found in Appendix I). 540 

2.4.2 Materials and Methods 541 

2.4.2.1 Modelling  542 

Idealised models were created using CAD software (Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 4.0, PTC, 543 

USA). Morphological parameters for straight vessels with stenosis and an aneurysm 544 

[112] are as follows. The length of the vessel is 140 mm, which assures enough space 545 

for the flow to be fully developed from the inlet. The aneurysm, with a diameter of 8 546 

mm, is located at the centre of the vessel. Positions of the stenosis vary between 547 

distances of 1 mm, 10 mm, and 30 mm to the aneurysm. The diameter of the parent 548 

artery is 4 mm and the diameter of stenosis area varies with respect to the level of 549 

stenosis, as shown in Figure 2-2.  550 

The degree of stenosis is calculated by the equation below:  551 

Stenosis Ratio = (𝐷1 − 𝐷2)/𝐷1 × 100%,                               (2-7) 552 

where 𝐷1 is the normal parent artery diameter and 𝐷2 is the minimal diameter at the 553 

stenosis—the narrowest position [113]. A variety of degrees of stenosis were studied 554 

to represent mild stenosis (30%) and moderate stenosis (50%) [113].  555 

2.4.2.2 Meshing 556 

Since mesh quality is a critical to the simulation accuracy, the meshes for all cases were 557 

generated under the same protocol. The entire fluid zone was discretised into 558 

Figure 2-2 Sketch of geometry with stenosis and aneurysm in a straight vessel 
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tetrahedral elements, with three prism boundary layers. The maximal element size was 559 

defined as the smallest vessel diameter (D2) divided by ten, in order to ensure that the 560 

fluid zone was discretised into at least ten elements for even the narrowest cross-561 

section. The entire fluid domain was discretised into about one to two million elements 562 

across different cases. A mesh dependency test was performed to ensure the 563 

simulation accuracy. 564 

2.4.2.3 Fluid Simulation 565 

Assumptions of Newtonian, incompressible fluid and laminar flow were determined 566 

for the fluid, with the density specified as 1050 kg/m3 and the viscosity specified as 567 

0.0035 Pa·s. A steady condition was applied for all simulations. Average velocity of 0.2 568 

m/s was specified at the model inlet with a Re of 240, within the range of Re in 569 

intracranial arteries (from 110 to 850). With this setting, the simulation was in good 570 

consistency with the assumption of laminar flow in every grid within the fluid zone. 571 

A pressure boundary condition of 0 Pa was defined at the outlet. Stationary and no-572 

slip conditions were set on the model walls. The calculation was performed using a 573 

commercial solver (Ansys Fluent, USA) based on FVM method. 574 
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2.4.3 Results 575 

2.4.3.1 Flow pattern 576 

Figure 2-3 displays the recirculation after different degrees of stenosis. The 577 

reattachment length was observed from the velocity vector plot on the centre plane 578 

along the axial direction (see Figure 2-3(a)). As the degree of stenosis increases, the 579 

reattachment occurs at the wall at an increasing axial distance from the stenosis. 3D 580 

streamlines were also examined which showed an identical trend to the reattaching 581 

Figure 2-3 Reattachment point and recirculation of models with stenosis of different degrees (the 
direction of main flow is from left to right) 
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flow in the velocity vector plot (see Figure 2-3(b)). Figure 2-4 shows the aneurysmal 582 

flow pattern disrupted by the existence of the flow recirculation.  583 

Figure 2-4 Flow pattern for aneurysms with pre-aneurysmal stenosis in different positions 
and stenosis levels: (a) velocity vector on centre plane (b) streamlines 
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2.4.3.2 Pressure 584 

Figure 2-5 shows the variation in pressure between aneurysm and Plane A (see Figure 585 

2-2). For the same severity of stenosis, the pressure drop remains in a constant range 586 

of magnitude, while increased degree of the stenosis is observed to account for a 587 

greater pressure drop. When the severity of stenosis is 30 %, the aneurysmal pressure 588 

drop, which is calculated by the change between the average pressure of aneurysm 589 

and Plane A, is around 118 Pa. When the degree of stenosis increases to 50 %, the 590 

aneurysmal pressure drop rises to 426 Pa, indicating the pressure drop increased as 591 

much as 308 Pa resulting from a more severe stenosis. From the results, it demonstrated 592 

that the existence of stenosis has certainly influenced the aneurysmal pressure, mainly 593 

depending on the severity of the stenosis 594 

2.4.4 Conclusion 595 

This study implemented the simulation of idealised models with a certain shape and 596 

size of aneurysm on straight vessels with different degree of stenosis on various 597 

positions. Results indicate that the existence of stenosis and the consequent 598 

reattachment flow lead to various aneurysmal flow patterns, depending on 599 

morphological factors like the degree of stenosis and its distance to the downstream 600 

aneurysm. 601 

 602 

Figure 2-5 Intra-aneurysmal pressure (average value) change in straight vessel models (The label 
below each bar represents the characterised model, i.e. ‘30 % 1 mm’ means model with 30% 

stenosis while the distance between stenosis and aneurysm is 1 mm.) 
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3.1 Introduction 613 

3.1.1 Background 614 

Haemodynamics is considered to be a crucial factor affecting the initiation, growth and 615 

rupture of an intracranial aneurysm [114–116], therefore a number of methods are 616 

developed to investigate haemodynamic parameters for the estimation of aneurysm 617 

condition as well as the formation and treatment of this disease. 618 

There are several commonly adopted methods: (1) particle image velocimetry (PIV), 619 

which is an optical method to visualise the flow movement in in vitro models [117,118]; 620 

(2) computational fluid dynamics (CFD), which is a numerical method to analyse 621 

problems with the involvement of fluid flows in virtual models [120]; (3) phase-622 

contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PCMRI), which is a specific type of the medical 623 

imaging technique to primarily determine the vector field of flow velocities in the 3D 624 

fluid zone at different time frames [121,122]; this approach can be used in both in vivo 625 

and in vitro measurements.  626 

3.1.2 Current Issue 627 

Each method has its own advantages and limitations. Flow patterns in the same 628 

geometry obtained from PIV, CFD and PCMRI have rarely been compared, especially 629 

for complex flow behaviours that may occur in patient-specific aneurysms. However, 630 

this knowledge would be important to achieve an accurate analysis of the fluid flows, 631 

which is the foundation for further studies about aneurysmal haemodynamics with 632 

more advanced purposes.  633 

3.1.3 Purpose 634 

The purpose of this research is to compare the aneurysmal velocity vector field 635 

obtained from three different methods: PIV, CFD, and PCMRI. Through the 636 

agreements and disagreements in 2D velocity vector plane, 3D velocity streamlines, 637 

and quantitative velocity comparisons, this study aims to understand the power of 638 

each method to analyse the aneurysmal fluid flows. 639 

 640 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 641 

3.2.1 Aneurysm Model 642 

3.2.1.1 In vitro silicone phantom 643 

This study was approved by the institutional review boards of Nagoya University and 644 

Iwata City Hospital in Japan (Ref 2010-1062-3), and the patient data was anonymised. 645 

A realistic aneurysm model was used in this research, which is a right basilar artery-646 

superior cerebellar artery aneurysm of a 70-years-old female patient. The aneurysm 647 

was located at the bifurcation of basilar artery (BA), right posterior cerebral artery 648 

(RPCA), and left posterior cerebral artery (LPCA). The aneurysm was scanned on a 3T 649 

MR imaging scanner (Signa HDx 3T, GE) by using a 8-channel neurovascular array 650 

coil. 3D time-of-flight (TOF) MRA was performed with a scan resolution of 0.37×1.0×0.5 651 

mm (0.37×0.37×0.5 with zero fill interpolation). Imaging parameters were set as 652 

following: TR/TE, 26.0/3.1 ms; flip angle, 20°; acquisition time, 5 minutes 39 seconds. 653 

With the scanned data, an original stereolithography (STL) file of the blood vessel with 654 

aneurysm was reconstructed using commercial medical image processing software 655 

(OsiriX V5.8.1). With the original STL file, an in vitro model was manufactured by 656 

casting the aneurysm and its parent arteries into a silicone block model (R’Tech, Japan), 657 

as shown in Figure 3-1. Plane A located around the aneurysm neck was selected as the 658 

measurement plane to compare the haemodynamic results between PIV, CFD, and 659 

PCMRI. 660 

Figure 3-1 Silicone phantom of the patient-specific aneurysm: (a) back view  (b) front view  (c) 
silicone block 
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3.2.1.2 Reconstructed three-dimensional virtual model 661 

Considering the morphological discrepancies that might be incurred during the 662 

fabrication process of the silicone model using 3D printing technique, the silicone 663 

model was scanned by a microCT scanner (ScanXmate-D180RSS270, Comscantec), as 664 

shown in Figure 3-2(a). While the silicone model was rotating around in the machine, 665 

a series of projection images were generated and then processed into a series of 2D 666 

cross-section images showing the internal structure of the silicone model at different 667 

heights, as shown in Figure 3-2(b). These cross-sectional images were stored as DICOM 668 

format for further processing. In order to capture the detailed morphological 669 

Figure 3-2 MicroCT scan: (a) scanning (b) two dimensional DICOM data 

Figure 3-3 Reconstructed three-dimensional aneurysm model 
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characteristics, I adopted a resolution of 40 μm, so that even the narrowest area of the 670 

aneurysm model, which was approximately 1.4 mm, could be depicted by around 35 671 

pixels. 672 

Based on these slice-by-slice scans, image segmentation and the 3D reconstruction 673 

were performed using a combination of several computer software tools. The quality 674 

of all DICOM data was improved using the image-processing software ImageJ 675 

(https://imagej.net). First, image contrast was enhanced for all cross-section images and 676 

clearness of the boundaries between different media was improved; this contributed 677 

to an accurate segmentation. Second, all cross-section images went through a noise 678 

reducing process to modify the sudden change of brightness, as such spots might be 679 

caused by the dust in the silicone models. With the series of improved cross-section 680 

images, the lumen boundary was extracted and reconstructed into a 3D virtual model 681 

in STL format using commercial medical image processing software (OsiriX MD, 682 

Pixmeo SARL, Switzerland), as shown in Figure 3-3. After this process, the 683 

morphology of the silicone model and the geometry used for CFD simulation were 684 

considered to be equivalent. 685 

3.2.2 Blood-Analogue Fluid (BAF) for PIV and PCMRI 686 

Blood-analogue fluid (BAF) was created for the flow modelling in both PCMRI 687 

measurement and PIV experiment. Fluid properties that may affect its haemodynamic 688 

behaviours, like fluid density and viscosity, were specified to be as close as those of 689 

human blood, as shown in Table 3-1. To meet the fluid measurement requirements for 690 

each experimental approach, composition of the solution was slightly different. As an 691 

optical method, the refraction index of the BAF used in PIV was specifically controlled 692 

to match with the silicone model, so that the visualisation of flow movement would 693 

not be influenced by undesired refraction. Since the BAF for PIV and PCMRI was 694 

created separately, unavoidable differences existed in the solution properties within a 695 

reasonable range, with 8 and 14 % difference respectively for density and viscosity.  696 

 697 

 698 
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Table 3-1 Blood-analogue fluid in PCMRI and PIV 699 

 PCMRI PIV 

Solution Aqueous Glycerol Glycerol and Aqueous 

NaI 

Density [g/ml] 1.1 1.2 

Dynamic Viscosity [mPa•s] 4.03 4.73 

Refractive Index ------------- 1.46 

Temperature [℃] 17 17 

 700 

3.2.3 PIV Experimental Setup 701 

The silicone aneurysm model was connected to a pump (NBL30PU, R’Tech, Japan) 702 

through tubes, with BAF running into the aneurysm model from BA as inlet and 703 

coming out from LPCA and RPCA as outlets [123]. A straight tube with 1-metre-length 704 

was added before the inlet of the silicone block, in order to provide enough distance 705 

for the inflow to be fully developed before entering the aneurysm [123]. Flow rate was 706 

generated by the pump at 290 mL/min, which is close to the average flow rate of human 707 

blood in BA. Three Coriolis flow meters (FD-SF1, Keyence Corporation, Japan) were 708 

connected into the circulation system to monitor the inlet and outlet flow rates, while 709 

valves were used to assist the adjustment of outlet flow rates for them to maintain the 710 

expected difference between RPCA and LPCA as 170 and 120 mL/min respectively. 711 

These target flow rates were obtained from clinical data. Seeding particles with the 712 

same density as the BAF were added into the BAF at low concentration: that way the 713 

movements of particles following the running BAF can be captured by the camera.  714 

A high speed camera (FASTCAM SA3, Photron) with resolution of 17×17 µm was 715 

placed in front of the silicone block to acquire images of the particle movements on the 716 

measurement plane (plane A) illuminated by the 1 mm thick laser sheet, which was 717 

provided by Nd: YAG laser (DPSS laser system-532NM X 300MW, Edmund Optics) 718 

[123]. A series of 500 continuous images were imported into a PIV software application 719 

(Davis ver8.1, LaVision) for the analysis of the velocity vector field. The resolution of 720 

the interrogation window set in the post-processing was 64×64 pixels with 75 % 721 

overlapping. 722 

 723 
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3.2.4 PCMRI Measurement Setup 724 

The same circulation system as PIV experiment was established for the PCMRI 725 

measurement, as shown in Figure 3-4, with BAF for PCMRI running at the same flow 726 

rates. 3D cine PCMRI was performed with a resolution of 0.5×0.5×1 mm. Imaging 727 

parameters were set as following: TR/TE, 7.8/3.88 ms; flip angle, 15°; acquisition time, 728 

16 minutes 16 seconds.  729 

Post-analysis of the magnetic resonance fluid dynamics (MRFD) was performed using 730 

the commercial software (Flova, R’Tech, Japan) to obtain haemodynamics in the 3D 731 

fluid zone. Images of the 4D-flow signal strength and the flow velocity were first 732 

loaded into the software as DICOM data, and the blood vessel wall was generated then 733 

based on the signal intensity of the 3D TOF MRA, using a marching-cube or region 734 

growing method. Velocities were computed with arbitrary spatial resolution after that, 735 

and meanwhile more haemodynamic parameters, like wall shear stress, OSI, etc., were 736 

able to be displayed. 737 

3.2.5 CFD Simulation Settings 738 

With the reconstructed 3D aneurysm model, the computational grid was created for 739 

the entire fluid zone in tetrahedral and prism elements with three boundary layers 740 

using a commercial software (ICEM CFD, ANSYS, USA). To ensure the simulation 741 

accuracy, the quality and robustness of the computational grid was checked by 742 

performing a mesh dependency test, which indicated that the meshing scenario with 743 

total elements of 1.4 million was stable enough for an accurate simulation (see Figure 744 

3-5).  745 

Figure 3-4 Sketch of the experimental system for PCMRI 
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The flow was assumed to be incompressible Newtonian fluid at steady state, with a 746 

laminar description. Boundary conditions were set to replicate the flow environment 747 

created in both PIV and PCMRI, as shown in Table 3-2. Blood density was specified as 748 

1050 kg/m3, while viscosity was 0.0035 Pas. As silicone model has negligible elasticity, 749 

the surface boundary condition for the computational model was set as rigid wall. The 750 

flow simulation was performed using a commercial solver (Fluent, Ansys, USA) with 751 

finite volume method.  752 

 753 

Table 3-2 Fluid boundary conditions 754 

 PIV PCMR

I 

CFD 

Boundary condition Flow rate Flow rate Flow rate & Pressure 

Inlet: BA flow rate [mL/min] 290 290 ----- 

Inlet: BA pressure [Pa] ----- ----- 0 

Outlet: RPCA flow rate [mL/min] 170 170 170 

Outlet: LPCA flow rate [mL/min] 120 120 120 

 755 

Figure 3-5 Mesh elements on the measurement plane: (a) mesh elements on a cut plane of the case 
with 1.4 million mesh elements  (b) velocity comparison on the cut plane for different mesh 

conditions (v is the velocity magnitude, while vx, vy, and vz are the velocity components in X, Y, and 
Z axis, respectively) 
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3.2.6 Haemodynamic Characteristics 756 

To compare with 2D velocities obtained from PIV experiment, a variable of 2Dvelocity 757 

was created in the post-processing of the CFD simulation (as equation 3-1 and 3-2). The 758 

projection of velocity vector on the measurement plane (plane A) was also generated 759 

for visualisation (see Figure 3-6). 760 

3D velocity magnitude = √(𝑣𝑥
2 + 𝑣𝑦

2 + 𝑣𝑧
2),                            (4-1) 761 

2D velocity magnitude = √(𝑣𝑥
2 + 𝑣𝑦

2).                                     (4-2) 762 

3.3 Results 763 

3.3.1 Shape Comparison for Plane A: PIV, CFD and PCMRI 764 

The location of plane A is around the aneurysm neck, as shown in Figure 3-1. Figure 765 

3-7 shows the shapes of plane A measured by different methods, the ellipse on the left 766 

side indicates the shape of the aneurysm neck while the polygon on the right side is 767 

the cut plane in the outlet artery (RPCA). As can be seen from the figure, the shapes 768 

obtained from PIV and CFD are in good agreement in terms of both the shape and size. 769 

While the plane shape detected by PCMRI can depict the general morphology of the 770 

aneurysm neck and the outlet cut plane, it shows less similarity to that of PIV and CFD. 771 

Figure 3-7(c) shows an ellipse with larger size, especially in the top-right area where 772 

the neck plane almost reaches the junction area between the aneurysm and the 773 

Figure 3-6 3D planar velocity vectors (left) and the in-plane projection of vectors (right) 
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bifurcation arteries. The ellipse on the left side was selected as the measurement plane 774 

for further velocity vector field comparisons. 775 

3.3.2 2D Velocity Vector Comparison: PIV, CFD and PCMRI  776 

From the comparison of 2D velocity vectors on the measurement plane in Figure 3-8, 777 

the velocity vector field obtained from PIV experiment and CFD simulation shows 778 

Figure 3-8 Shape of the target plane in different methods: (a) PIV (b) CFD (c) PCMRI 

Figure 3-7 Comparison of velocity vector field on plane A between PIV, CFD and PCMRI results 
(results are from one set of measurements presented with different colours: (a) maximal velocity at 

0.1 m/s (b) maximal velocity at 0.2 m/s) 
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good agreement, in terms of both the flow pattern and velocity magnitude. A vortex 779 

appears at the centre with flow rotating in the anti-clockwise direction, and lower 780 

velocity is detected at the vortex centre comparing with the surrounding flow. When 781 

the flow rotates to the top area of this plane, it separates into different directions, 782 

forming a separation point. Velocity higher than 0.1 m/s is detected at the rotating flow 783 

around the vortex centre from both PIV and CFD; meanwhile, low velocity is also 784 

found at similar positions, i.e. the vortex centre, the bottom side close to the aneurysm 785 

wall, and the flow separation area.  786 

For the velocity vector plane obtained from PCMRI in Figure 3-8, the flow pattern in 787 

the centre as an anti-clockwise rotation can still be captured, with higher velocity; 788 

however, the flow pattern close to the boundary shows some discrepancies. Obviously, 789 

compared to that of the PIV and CFD results, the position of the flow separation point 790 

moves to the upper-middle area on the right side, which is also the position of the 791 

dissimilarity found in the plane shape comparison.  792 

Figure 3-9 3D streamlines in the centre of the aneurysm obtained with CFD and PCMRI 
(displayed in various views) 
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3.3.3 3D Streamline Comparison: CFD and PCMRI  793 

3D velocity streamlines in the aneurysm sac were visualised with results from both 794 

CFD and PCMRI, as shown in Figure 3-9. Although some dissimilarities exist around 795 

the model wall, the flow pattern in the centre of the 3D fluid zone shows good 796 

agreement between the prediction by CFD and the measurement by PCMRI, in terms 797 

of both the velocity magnitude and the position and direction of the vortex. 798 

3.3.4 Quantitative Velocity Comparison: PIV, CFD and PCMRI 799 

To further check the agreement between PIV and CFD, 2D velocity magnitude on a 800 

horizontal line on the measurement plane across the vortex was compared, as shown 801 

in Figure 3-10, which indicates good similarities. Besides, the maximal value and 802 

average value of different velocity components on the measurement plane were also 803 

compared between three methods, as shown in Figure 3-11, the velocity predicted by 804 

CFD shows higher values than that of PIV, followed by PCMRI. Moreover, difference 805 

between CFD and PIV ranges from 22 to 28 % for different velocity components, while 806 

that between CFD and PCMRI indicates a larger discrepancy for 32 to 41 % across 807 

different velocity components, as shown in Figure 3-12. 808 

Figure 3-10 In-plane velocity magnitude comparison between PIV and CFD. The sketch at the 
top-right corner indicates the position of the line. The velocity is plotted from the left to the right 

edge on the line across the vortex.  
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 809 

Figure 3-11 Quantitative comparison of velocity magnitude on the measurement plane: (a) maximal 
velocity (b) average velocity  

Figure 3-12 Velocity magnitude difference between CFD and PIV or PCMRI 
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3.4 Discussion 810 

In this study, the velocity vector field in a patient-specific aneurysm model has been 811 

studied using different methods – PIV, CFD, and PCMRI, which are commonly 812 

adopted numerical and experimental approaches to obtain the fluid haemodynamics. 813 

Comparisons of 2D flow patterns and 3D streamlines between these methods have 814 

been performed, with a further quantitative check of velocity magnitude. Results with 815 

good similarities can be found in the 2D velocity vectors between PIV and CFD, as well 816 

as in the 3D flow pattern between PCMRI and CFD. Through the comparison, this 817 

study has revealed the characteristics of these methods – advantages and drawbacks – 818 

which could serve as useful knowledge and important references for future 819 

haemodynamic investigations using these methods. Moreover, CFD is widely used to 820 

study the difference in haemodynamic changes between successful and unsuccessful 821 

Figure 3-13 Comparison of the morphology of 3D models used in CFD and measured by PCMRI  
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treatments for intracranial disorders, which causes it to be recognised as a useful tool 822 

in the risk factor analysis after clinical operations [124]; meanwhile it could also assist 823 

to evaluate the treatment efficacy between different strategies, like clinicians’ decisions 824 

on the number of FD stents, whether a compaction of the stent wires is needed, etc. 825 

[101]. This study has also examined the power of CFD technology to produce valid 826 

results that could assist to make decisions before and after clinical treatments. 827 

3.4.1 Model Morphological Difference in PCMRI 828 

According to the plane shape comparison in Figure 3-7, the discrepancies in plane A 829 

measured between PCMRI and other approaches are found to be at the location which 830 

is close to the aneurysm neck and the artery bifurcations – in another words, the area 831 

that has relatively complex morphological variations than normal blood vessels that 832 

may lead to unusual haemodynamic conditions.  833 

Due to the technical restrictions, the measurement resolution adopted in PCMRI could 834 

not be as fine as that of PIV and CFD [73], therefore some morphological details might 835 

be unavoidably compromised. MRFD results are obtained based on the clinical 836 

imaging dataset scanned from 3D TOF MR angiography (MRA) and 3D PCMRI. As for 837 

other clinical imaging techniques like rotational angiography (RA) and computed 838 

tomography angiography (CTA), vascular geometries obtained by MRA are thought 839 

to be larger than those of real vascular geometries due to a partial volume effect caused 840 

by relatively poor spatial resolution [125,126]. Moreover, PCMRI is based on the 841 

detection of variation in spin motions of hydrogen atoms under a certain magnetic 842 

field, which relates to the phase shift that has a proportional relationship to the 843 

hydrogen particle velocity [127,128]. Nevertheless, unlike the water molecules in the 844 

body that provide hydrogen atoms (both moving particles in the blood flow and steady 845 

particles in the surrounding tissues), the silicone model that is the surrounding 846 

material of the BAF contains relatively few hydrogen atoms, which limits the 847 

performance of PCMRI measurement close to the model wall, which is also the edge 848 

of the fluid zone. 849 

To further understand the morphology difference, I extracted the surface of the model 850 

generated from PCMRI measurement, which was then compared with the 3D model 851 
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used for CFD (which was reconstructed from the microCT scans of the silicone model), 852 

as shown in Figure 3-13 Looking from the front view (see Figure 3-13(a)), the 853 

geometries for PCMRI and CFD show good similarity, in terms of the overall shape 854 

and size; the characteristics of aneurysm, bifurcations and artery bending are 855 

accurately captured. However, local discrepancies can be found around the aneurysm 856 

neck – more precisely, the junction area between the aneurysm neck and the outlet 857 

RPCA, as marked by the blue arrows in Figure 3-13 (b) and (c).  Curvature of the 858 

bending from the aneurysm neck to the outlet RPCA is larger in the CFD model, 859 

resulting in a more obvious sunken region between the aneurysm and outlet artery.  860 

According to size measurements with the CFD model, the smallest diameter of the BA, 861 

LPCA, RPCA, and aneurysm sac is approximately 3.2, 1.8, 1.4, and 3.5 mm, 862 

respectively; however, the narrowest distance between the aneurysm and RPCA at the 863 

sunken region is less than 0.3 mm, which is smaller than the pixel size in PCMRI 864 

measurement (with a resolution of 0.5×0.5×1 mm). This indicates that PCMRI detection 865 

for a complex geometry may unavoidably compromise some morphological details, 866 

especially for those with smaller size than the measurement resolution; however, the 867 

general characteristics of the geometry can be accurately replicated [111]. The 868 

morphology comparison between the physical silicone model and the MRA model for 869 

PCMRI is not presented here, as the physical model is considered to have the 870 

equivalent morphological details to the microCT-based CFD model (see Section 3.2.1.2).  871 

This finding also explains the difference in the shape of plane A (see Figure 3-7), as it 872 

is located around the aneurysm neck, the difference in the sunken region degree 873 

affected the shape of the cut plane in aneurysm neck and the outlet artery.    874 

3.4.2 Flow Pattern Discrepancies and Agreements in PCMRI  875 

The planar velocity vector difference displayed in Figure 3-8 can also be explained by 876 

the morphological difference. As the separation point on the measurement plane is 877 

affected by the direction and position of the aneurysmal inflow and outflow, any 878 

morphological variation would easily lead to a changed haemodynamic behaviour.  879 

Based on the model in Figure 3-13, the location of plane A in PCMRI should be closer 880 

to the junction area between the aneurysm sac and the RCPA than that in CFD and PIV. 881 
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Thus, while the flow vortex in the aneurysm centre is the same as detected from PIV 882 

and CFD, the PCMRI-measured planar velocity vector close to the aneurysm wall 883 

represents a distinct flow pattern of aneurysmal outflow, before it joins the mainstream 884 

in the parent artery to then enter the outlet RPCA on the right side. Despite the planar 885 

flow pattern difference, the overall prediction of the 3D flow pattern is in good 886 

agreement with that of CFD, indicating the power of PCMRI to properly capture the 887 

global flow characteristics. In addition, those discrepancies of the local flow prediction 888 

could be avoided with the adoption of an improved measurement resolution [111]. 889 

To exclude the velocity vector discrepancies due to the model morphological 890 

differences raised by the MRA measurement, an extra CFD simulation was performed 891 

with the aneurysm model generated from MRA, and its velocity vector result was 892 

compared to the MRFD result, as shown in Figure 9. Comparing to Figure 4, improved 893 

similarities in flow pattern can be seen here, especially at the right side where is 894 

connected to the bifurcation to RPCA and close to the sunken region. This finding 895 

confirmed the influence on the velocity vector comparison by the model morphological 896 

differences reported in Figure 3-14.  897 

Figure 3-14 Comparison of velocity vector field on plane A between CFD simulation 
with the MRA model and MFRD processing of the PCMRI results 
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3.4.3 Advantages and Drawbacks in Different Methods 898 

Through the investigation of aneurysmal haemodynamics obtained from PIV, CFD, 899 

and PCMRI, the advantages and disadvantage for each of them were revealed. As an 900 

optical method to visualise the flow movement in the target model, PIV could precisely 901 

capture the velocity vector field in fine resolution with the use of a high-speed digital 902 

camera, if the experimental system was properly established. Modelling of the physical 903 

fluid environment, matched refractive index of the fluid with the material used for the 904 

in vitro model, and accurate calibration of pixel size in the post-processing are crucial 905 

factors affecting the validity of experimental results. In this study, the PIV result 906 

analysis could only provide 2D velocity vector fields due to the restriction from our 2D 907 

PIV experimental setup. With a 3D PIV system or the volumetric PIV system, a 3D 908 

planar velocity vector field or the flow pattern in the 3D fluid zone can be visualised; 909 

however, requirements for experimental setups would become far more complex, with 910 

the support of more high-performance devices and more sophisticated calibration and 911 

post-processing techniques.  912 

Compared to PIV, CFD is a more flexible tool that allows the 3D fluid zone to be 913 

precisely predicted, although the simulation requires necessary assumptions which 914 

may unavoidably idealise the modelling of flow and the variations in the flow field. 915 

However, assumptions can be reasonably adjusted to avoid over simplifications [129]. 916 

While it is important to define the boundary conditions as close as possible to the 917 

physical environment to mimic the real flow field, some adjustment of boundary 918 

condition settings would be required in the best interest of calculation. For example, in 919 

this study, in order to achieve a converged calculation,  the boundary condition set for 920 

inlet BA in CFD was adopted as traction free at zero pressure, instead of the actual 921 

flow rate measured from patients which was used for the physical flows in the other 922 

two methods (while CFD boundary conditions for outlets followed the measured 923 

flowrates). However, the resulting inflow and outflows were calculated and compared 924 

to the measured flowrated afterwards, to validate the choice of boundary conditions. 925 

In a word, such parameters should be carefully adjusted to ensure it would not create 926 

a distinct flow environment, thereby leading to different flow behaviours.  927 
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For PCMRI, while it measures the 3D flow field without flow assumptions and 928 

compromised boundary conditions, the resolution is not as fine as that of the other two 929 

approaches due to the current technical restrictions [73]. For geometries in larger scale 930 

that have less morphological details than patient-specific cerebral aneurysms, PCMRI 931 

would be more powerful to capture the flow patterns. For those models with similar 932 

scales and complexities as that used in this study, though the measured 3D streamlines 933 

could provide a reasonable global flow pattern, adopting a fine resolution with 934 

considerations of the smallest geometrical detail would result in a more precise local 935 

flow pattern. 936 

Moreover, it is difficult to create an 100% same flow environment between the in vitro 937 

measurement and numerical simulation, as the fluid flow react sensitively to its 938 

surroundings, for example the in vitro models and working fluid may be slightly 939 

varied in different times of fabrication. However, in the present study the modelling 940 

of aneurysm model as well as the working fluid are technically controlled by both the 941 

mechanical properties and the fluid properties [130]. 942 

3.4.4 Limitations 943 

Considering the facts that high flow rate leading to high Reynolds number of the flow 944 

might require a different assumption of turbulent flow (rather than laminar, 945 

depending on flowrate and geometry though) in the CFD simulation, or wide-range 946 

velocity variations might still challenge the PIV algorithm [131], we should be aware 947 

that different inflow conditions may create unexpected problems for each method. This 948 

means that a wider range of inflow conditions for this validation study could help to 949 

examine the performance of each approach from a more comprehensive view. Besides, 950 

it would also be meaningful to compare the flow pattern on different target planes, 951 

and thereby investigate the agreement between these methods affected by the local 952 

morphological complexities.  953 

All experiments were performed under a steady-state flow condition, without 954 

consideration of the pulsatile phenomenon, as the intracranial blood vessels have 955 

negligible pulsation along the cardiac cycle. Other studies have demonstrated that 956 

despite small variations of the local flow due to the pulsatile flow behaviour, steady 957 
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flow simulation provides a good approximation of spatial average velocity magnitude 958 

in IA [132], and the instantaneous shear stress and flow rate in a pulsatile flow regime 959 

can be estimated reasonably well from a steady flow simulation [133]. It is also 960 

reported that that steady-state models provide reasonable estimates for the time-961 

averaged haemodynamics of true pulsatile flow [134].  962 

Due to some systematic limitations, the aneurysmal flow pattern was only compared 963 

between different methods on a single target plane, at a given inflow condition in this 964 

study. However, the adopted inflow rate could be regarded as a representative level 965 

within the range of the average flow rate in human cerebral arteries; further, the 966 

selected measurement plane was located at the critical section around the aneurysm 967 

neck, with morphological details in high complexity. With the above-mentioned facts, 968 

I assume that the finding from this study could be representative and useful as a 969 

preliminary research outcome, even with limited research scenarios. Studies with a 970 

more comprehensive scheme should be carried out in future works.  971 

Moreover, as resolution and precision for each method varies, the accuracy of each 972 

obtained result can be affected. However, we performed a mesh dependency test for 973 

the CFD simulation to assure the simulation accuracy. Also, a fine resolution at the best 974 

capability of the high-speed camera was adopted for PIV, while the measurement 975 

using MRI set a resolution as good as possible.  976 

3.5 Conclusion 977 

In this study, I studied the flow pattern in a patient-specific cerebral aneurysm using 978 

both experimental and numerical approaches that are commonly adopted in fluid 979 

dynamics studies – PIV, CFD, and PCMRI – and compared the geometric shape, planar 980 

velocity vector field and 3D streamlines obtained from these methods. The flow 981 

patterns   between PIV and CFD show good agreement, in terms of the 2D velocity 982 

vectors and the in-plane velocity magnitude. Meanwhile, the 3D flow pattern obtained 983 

from PCMRI shows good similarity to that of CFD. Through this comparison, 984 

outcomes of CFD simulation have been quantitatively validated against experimental 985 

outcomes, and the results give confidence to future haemodynamic studies using CFD 986 
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technology, which would better assist the surgical planning and treatment strategy 987 

evaluation before and after clinical operation for intravascular disorders.   988 

This work provides a vital foundation for future validation studies, as the reported 989 

agreements and inconsistencies between different approaches have preliminarily 990 

revealed their advantages and drawbacks. Based on this, improvements can be made 991 

to further validate the analysis by these methods in a more comprehensive scenario. 992 

Moreover, deeper understanding of these research methods is beneficial for future 993 

aneurysmal haemodynamic investigations, as it might contribute to more reasonable 994 

adoptions of research approaches and protocols to serve the purpose.995 
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4.1 Introduction 1006 

4.1.1 Background 1007 

As aneurysmal haemodynamics is considered to be an important factor affecting the 1008 

initiation, growth, and rupture of intracranial aneurysms (IAs), different methods have 1009 

been established to study the aneurysmal fluid flows, with either in vitro phantoms or 1010 

3D virtual models.  1011 

Besides the exacerbation of aneurysm severity, the healing of an aneurysm is also 1012 

closely related to the haemodynamic variations in the aneurysm after clinical 1013 

operations. One of the commonly adopted endovascular treatments for IAs is to place 1014 

a flow-diverting (FD) stent across the aneurysm neck to discourage the blood flow 1015 

from entering the aneurysm neck, thereby leading to an aneurysm occlusion.  1016 

Therefore, post-treatment aneurysmal haemodynamic modification is a critical 1017 

indicator of treatment effectiveness. 1018 

Several methods are commonly adopted to obtain such aneurysmal haemodynamic 1019 

modifications, before and after FD stent treatment, to assist with the estimation of the 1020 

treatment efficacy. As introduced in the previous chapter, particle image velocimetry 1021 

(PIV) involves the measurement of real physical motions but can be cumbersome and 1022 

expensive to establish. Meanwhile, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is more 1023 

flexible than PIV, offers higher spatial resolution and the ability to derive all flow 1024 

parameters, but it necessarily requires several assumptions or parameters to be 1025 

specified by the operator.  1026 

While a physical stent can be used in PIV experiments, the investigation of flow-1027 

diversion treatment efficacy using CFD simulations requires modelling of the FD stent. 1028 

There are different options to model the FD stent for CFD – using the fully-resolved 1029 

stent model [100,101], or alternative methods like modelling the stent as a porous 1030 

medium (PM) layer [58,79,83]. Nonetheless, the specification of the stent model in the 1031 

numerical simulation is critical to resolve accurate fluid behaviour. 1032 
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4.1.2 Current Issue 1033 

As indicated in the previous chapter and a number of published studies on untreated 1034 

aneurysms, the aneurysmal flows obtained from different approaches like PIV and 1035 

CFD shows reasonable agreement [76–78]. However, the more complicated flow 1036 

behaviour in a patient-specific aneurysm with a deployed FD stent could be a more 1037 

challenging subject for flow validation using the two different methods, and little 1038 

study has checked their agreements and differences. Moreover, in terms of flow-1039 

diversion efficacy, results obtained from numerical simulation when the stent is 1040 

modelled as a PM layer have never been validated before against physical 1041 

measurements. 1042 

4.1.3 Purpose 1043 

To make the power of CFD available to the challenge of modelling blood flow for FD 1044 

stents deployed into patient-specific aneurysm models, it requires a validation against 1045 

physical measurements. In this research, a more sophisticated validation of the CFD 1046 

model against PIV data for a patient-specific aneurysm, without and with a Silk stent, 1047 

was carried out, aiming to comprehensively examine the flow agreement between the 1048 

two approaches at a variety of flowrates and at several locations in the aneurysm, and 1049 

thereby validate the flow behaviours obtained with the PM modelling of the FD stent 1050 

in simulations.  1051 

4.2 Materials and Methods 1052 

4.2.1 Aneurysm Geometry 1053 

This study referred to a patient case comprising a 66-year-old female manifesting a 1054 

sidewall IA of approximately 25 mm maximal diameter and 20 mm in effective 1055 

diameter located on the internal carotid artery. This patient was subsequently treated 1056 

successfully with a Silk FD stent (post-treatment follow-ups observed complete 1057 

occlusion in the aneurysm), but the pre-treatment geometry is used herein. 1058 
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Institutional ethics approvals (Ref 5201100750 and 10274L) permitted use of this 1059 

patient-specific geometry.   1060 

A 3D virtual aneurysm model was reconstructed based on a set of 2D DICOM data 1061 

obtained by CTA scan using Mimics (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). A cavity in the 1062 

shape of the reconstructed aneurysm and associated parent artery, bifurcating into two 1063 

outlets, was cast into a block of clear silicone [cf. 98,99] (see Figure 4-1).   1064 

 1065 

4.2.2 Physical modelling 1066 

4.2.2.1 Flow-diverting stent implantation 1067 

A Silk (Balt International, Montmorency, France) FD stent which has a diameter of 4 1068 

mm and length of 30 mm was studied in this work. The size of the stent was selected 1069 

to suit the patient-specific aneurysm geometry. 1070 

4.2.2.2 Flow Circuit 1071 

The silicone aneurysm phantom was connected via a series of tubes to a BVP-Z gear 1072 

pump (Ismatec, Germany) with which the flowrate of blood-analogue fluid (BAF) was 1073 

adjusted. Nominal flowrates of 150, 250, and 400 mL/min were set according to the 1074 

Figure 4-1 Reconstructed aneurysm (left) and the manufactured silicone phantom (right): the dark 

grey area in the in silico model stands for the PM stent and the position of aneurysm neck, and the  

metal mesh in the silicone model is the Silk stent; the silicone model is filled with BAF and air-

bubble, which lead to torsion in the view of the Silk stent  
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reading from a calibrated ultrasonic flow transducer placed on the inflow tube.  1075 

Pressure was also monitored at both inlet and outlet.   1076 

The BAF was prepared from a mixture of approximately 50.19 % water, 32.85 % 1077 

glycerol, 16.86 % sodium iodide and 0.10 % sodium thiosulfate (by mass) [cf. 98,99]. At 1078 

a room temperature of approximately 22±1 °C, the mixture closely matched the 1079 

refractive index of the silicone block (1.410, using an Abbe refractometer (Atago, 1080 

Japan)), and also had a kinematic viscosity appropriate for blood (3.05 mm2/s target 1081 

value, which was confirmed to be attained to accuracy of better than ±15 % using a 1082 

Cannon–Fenske viscometer (Cannon, U.S.A.)) (See Table 4-1).   1083 

Table 4-1 Properties and compositions of the blood-analogue fluid 1084 

Parameter Target Actual 

Refractive index [–] 1.41 1.408 to 1.412 

Kinematic viscosity [mm²/s] 3.05 to 3.06 ~2.88 (2.82 to 2.92) 

Density [kg/m³] — 1248 to 1250 

Viscosity [mPa.s] — ~3.60 

Temperature [°C] 22.0 22±1 

H2O [%m] 50.19 * 

C3H8O3 [%m] 32.85 * 

NaI [%m] 16.86 * 

Na2S2O3 [%m]   0.10 * 
*True proportions of each pure component added are not precisely known, as the NaI used had 1085 
absorbed some (unknown) amount of water, and the composition of the original mixture was 1086 
therefore adjusted to achieve the desired refractive index.  However, based on the properties being 1087 
close to the target values, it is fair to assume that the actual percentages would indeed be close (±5%, 1088 
say) to the target values. An additional small amount of sodium thiosulfate was also added several 1089 
months later to address the subsequent slow decolouration.   1090 

 1091 

4.2.2.3 PIV measurement system 1092 

An ILA (Intelligent Laser Applications GmbH, Germany) 2D PIV system was used (see 1093 

Figure 4-2), consisting of a SensiCam (PCO, Germany) 12-bit digital CCD camera 1094 

(1280×1024 pixels), which was synchronised with a New Wave (New Wave Research, 1095 

USA) 120 mJ double-cavity Nd:YAG Laser. The output laser beam at wavelength of 1096 

532 nm was guided through an articulated arm system to the measurement location, 1097 

where the beam was expanded by a cylindrical lens to form a 1.0 to 1.5 mm thick planar 1098 

vertical light sheet over the measurement plane. The typical field of view of the CCD 1099 
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camera was 35 × 28 mm2 using 1280 × 1024 pixels of CCD array. The smallest resolvable 1100 

length is 27.3 μm, which is the real length of each pixel. The interrogation windows 1101 

were 64 × 64 pixels (1.75 × 1.75 mm2), with 50% overlap between consecutive 1102 

interrogation cells, providing a velocity vector spacing of 32 pixels (0.875 mm). 1103 

Figure 4-2 PIV experimental setup: (a) schematic depicting the circuit used in the physical 

modelling; T indicates temperature measurement (alcohol thermometer), F indicates flow 

measurement (ultrasonic non-contact sensor), and P indicates pressure measurement (non-contact 

sensors adjusted for ambient pressure); (b) schematic depicting the PIV measurement system. 
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To avoid the reflection on the metal stent and improve the clearness of the flow 1104 

movements, rhodamine B fluorescent particles were used as the seeding particles in 1105 

the BAF at low concentration. The fluorescent particles have a mean diameter of 18 μm 1106 

and a relative density of 1.09. When the measurement plane is illuminated by the laser 1107 

sheet, the light scattered or reflected from the silicone block and the metal stent has the 1108 

same wavelength as the laser (532 nm). However, the light emitted from the 1109 

Rhodamine B fluorescent particles has a longer wavelength (>570 nm). With the aid of 1110 

an optical long-pass filter at 550 nm to eliminate the scattered and reflected light from 1111 

the silicone block and metal stent at 532 nm, only the fluorescent light from Rhodamine 1112 

B articles is transmitted to the CCD camera. The optical relaxation time of the seeding 1113 

particles is about 20 μs, which is negligible compared to the separation time of 400 μs 1114 

between the pairs of images used for computation of particle displacements. The 1115 

uncertainty of pixel displacement in the measurement is about 0.2 pixels within the 1116 

interrogation window of 64 × 64 pixels. In each PIV measurement, 400 pairs of 1117 

successive images were taken at the laser repetition rate of 4 Hz. Hence, a mean 1118 

Figure 4-3 Sketch of measurement planes: (a) positions of measurement planes respectively in 

horizontal and vertical directions; (b) shapes of measurement planes. 
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velocity flow pattern was obtained by statistically averaging 400 successive 1119 

instantaneous velocity vector maps over approximately two minutes. 1120 

PIV measurements were made on two series of planes illuminated by the laser.  For 1121 

one series the planes were approximately parallel to the neck of the aneurysm, and 1122 

planes in the other series were perpendicular to this. In this study, several 1123 

representative planes were selected to perform the velocity vector field analysis for the 1124 

comparison with CFD results. These planes are depicted in Figure 4-3(a). Plane X2 is 1125 

located at the centre of the aneurysm, while plane X1 and X3 are parallel planes on the 1126 

left and right of plane X2, with approximately 6 mm displacement either side. Plane 1127 

Y1 is located at the centre of the jet flow in the perpendicular orientation. 1128 

4.2.3 Computational Modelling 1129 

4.2.3.1 Flow-diverting stent modelling 1130 

In order to save simulation time, a PM stent model was employed instead of resolving 1131 

the geometry of the individual FD wires. Like the physical stent, the FD stent model 1132 

used in CFD was designed as a tube across the aneurysm orifice to fit the shape of the 1133 

patient artery. The FD stent was then defined as a homogeneous PM layer with a 1134 

thickness of 0.1 mm, which is consistent with our other report and has been 1135 

demonstrated to be sufficiently thin to provide accurate modelling of the flow [137,138]. 1136 

Thinner models will more or less lose the advantages of using a PM model, while the 1137 

accuracy will not have practical improvement. From clinical observation, we found the 1138 

flow appeared to be closed at the aneurysm neck. Therefore, we designed the FD stent 1139 

model to completely fit the patient artery in our CFD model. (More details about the 1140 

methodology of PM stent modelling can be found in Section 2.2.2.) 1141 

Based on computed correlations previously reported for a 0.08 mm thickness [79], this 1142 

study adopted as initial values a permeability of 1.40×10−9 m2 and an inertial resistance 1143 

factor of 6962 m−1, as the corresponding thickness-compensated values for the flow 1144 

resistance parameters in our PM model, to describe flow resistance through the wall of 1145 

the FD stents.  1146 
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4.2.3.2 CFD simulation 1147 

CFD modelling was performed using the CFX software suite (ANSYS, U.S.A.). Blood 1148 

density was specified as 1050 kg/m3, while viscosity was 0.0035 Pa·s. Steady-state 1149 

simulations were conducted, with a laminar flow specification. Due to the rather thin 1150 

geometry, computational meshes of more than 1 million cells were employed 1151 

(validated as practically grid-independent by using up to 16 million cells). 1152 

4.3 Results 1153 

4.3.1 CFD versus PIV: no Stent 1154 

4.3.1.1 2D velocity vector contour comparison 1155 

PIV provides estimates of in-plane velocity on several cross-sections. In-plane velocity 1156 

vectors are also available from the CFD modelling for corresponding planes. 1157 

A side-by-side comparison of flow patterns from CFD and PIV without a FD stent is 1158 

presented in Figure 4-4(a) for a flowrate of 250 mL/min on plane X1, X2, and X3.  1159 

Clearly a good agreement can be found in the position of the vortex, the direction of 1160 

the circulating flow, and the planar velocity distribution. While the general flow 1161 

pattern matches well, the vortex positions are slightly more towards the wall in the 1162 

CFD result on all planes, especially for plane X3.  1163 

To be more precise, the positions of vortices measured in different situations (planes 1164 

and flowrates) were quantitatively compared. At the middle flowrate (250 mL/min), 1165 

the vortex centre predicted by CFD on plane X1 is at identical horizontal position and 1166 

approximately 1.7 mm higher in vertical direction than that of PIV. While on plane X2, 1167 

the CFD vortex centre is at similar vertical position and approximately 4.5 mm to the 1168 

right of the PIV location in the horizontal direction. Further, the vortex centre on plane 1169 

X3 in CFD is at similar vertical height and approximately 1.5 mm to the left of the PIV 1170 

location in the horizontal direction (refer to Table AII-1 in Appendix II). These results 1171 

are in agreement with the visualisation that vortices in CFD results are slightly near to 1172 

the wall. 1173 
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For brevity, while the validation also hold for planes X1 and X3, I present here for the 1174 

two other flowrates vector plots for only plane X2, which is the centre plane for the 1175 

two other flowrates (Figure 4-4(b) and Figure 4-4(c)). Similarities in the flow pattern 1176 

and velocity distribution can also be clearly seen.  1177 

Besides this, the velocity magnitude represented by colour indicates good agreement 1178 

between results from CFD and PIV. It can be observed that the jet flow velocity 1179 

predicted by CFD is slightly higher than that of PIV on all measurement planes at 1180 

different flowrates.  1181 
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4.3.1.2 Velocity magnitude comparison 1182 

Although the inspection of velocity vectors and contours was performed on the entire 1183 

cross-section on numerous planes at different flowrates, to demonstrate the 1184 

quantitative agreement, I extracted estimates of the vertical velocity components along 1185 

a line through the vortex centre on each plane. A few important planes (X1, X2, and X3) 1186 

that represent the haemodynamic features, at a middle flowrate of 250 mL/min were 1187 

reported here. The data are plotted and compared in Figure 4-5, in which the positions 1188 

of the lines are given in small inset sketches. PIV results are displayed point-by-point 1189 

along the selected lines, while CFD results can be displayed as continuous lines due to 1190 

its fine spatial resolution. Overall both the direction and the magnitude of this velocity 1191 

component are matched along the selected lines in all three planes, while differences 1192 

can be noticeable at the points in the jet or adjacent to the wall.  1193 

Figure 4-4 Comparison of velocity contours on measurement planes in horizontal direction for the 

no stent case at different flowrates (black arrows are individual velocity vectors and while lines are 

velocity streamlines) : (a) 250 mL/min (b) 150 mL/min (c) 400 mL/min. 
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 1194 

Figure 4-5 Comparison of in-plane vertical velocity through a line on each measurement plane at 

flowrate 250 mL/min for the no stent case: (a) Plane X1 (b) Plane X2 (c) Plane X3 (ordinate 

represents the vertical velocity and abscissa represents the horizontal positions from left to right 

edge). 
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4.3.2 CFD versus PIV: with Silk stent 1195 

4.3.2.1 2D Velocity vector contour comparison 1196 

Figure 4-6(a) presents a comparison between aneurysmal flow patterns obtained from 1197 

CFD and PIV after being treated with a Silk stent on four measurement planes (X1, X2, 1198 

X3, and Y2) at the medium flowrate of 250 mL/min. The agreement is tolerable, 1199 

although not so close as in the untreated scenario. CFD predictions using the reference 1200 

Silk-based flow resistance parameters show similar flow patterns to PIV observations 1201 

with perceptible difference.  1202 

Plane X1 goes across the convex curve of the stent as it is located just above the 1203 

aneurysm neck, so the high-speed mainstream flow in the parent artery is displayed 1204 

in the CFD result at the top-right corner in Figure 4-6(a). The analysis of flow measured 1205 

by PIV in this area was however eliminated to avoid noise, as the metal stent had 1206 

induced strong reflection. In the remaining areas on plane X1, the distribution of 1207 

velocity vectors and streamlines between CFD and PIV are in an acceptable 1208 

concordance, along with the velocity contours.  As for plane X2, which is located at the 1209 

middle of the aneurysm with less influence of the FD stent, the flow patterns from CFD 1210 

and PIV show good agreement (see Figure 4-6 (a)). The positions of the vortex centre 1211 

in both results are at similar vertical locations, with the CFD vortex slightly towards 1212 

the right side by approximately 2.5 mm in the horizontal direction (refer to Table AII-1213 

1 in Appendix II). However, on the off-centre plane X3, the vortex position obtained 1214 

from CFD is apparently close to the wall compared to that of PIV, resulting in varied 1215 

velocity streamlines around the vortex (see Figure 4-6 (a)). Comparison was also 1216 

carried out on a plane in the vertical direction that captures the jet flow, plane Y1, on 1217 

which similar flow patterns and velocity magnitudes for the CFD and PIV results can 1218 

be observed (see Figure 4-6 (a)).   1219 

For brevity, for the two other flowrates velocity contours are only presented for plane 1220 

X2 here (Fig. 4-6(b&c)), in which acceptable agreements between flows are observed, 1221 

while the validation also holds for planes X1 and X3.  1222 
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As in the untreated case, the jet flow velocity calculated by CFD is higher than that 1223 

measured by PIV at each flowrate on all cross-sections. 1224 

4.3.2.2 Velocity magnitude comparison 1225 

In-plane velocities extracted along the same lines specified previously are shown for 1226 

planes X1, X2, and X3 at a flowrate of 250 mL/min in Figure 4-7. From the plotted 1227 

results for CFD and PIV, vertical velocities along the line on each cross-section plane 1228 

are generally in acceptable agreement. Further, comparing to the untreated velocity 1229 

magnitude, apparent flow reduction can be generally observed from the velocity 1230 

estimates on all cross sections in the treated aneurysm model.     1231 
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 1232 

Figure 4-6 Comparison of velocity contours on measurement planes for the Silk stent case at 
different flowrates (black arrows are individual velocity vectors and while lines are velocity 

streamlines) : (a) 250 mL/min (b) 150 mL/min (c) 400 mL/min. 
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 1233 

4.4 Discussion  1234 

This study has investigated the aneurysmal flow pattern, before and after FD stent 1235 

treatment, using PIV and CFD, when the Silk stent used in PIV was modelled as a PM 1236 

model in CFD. Velocity vectors and contours on different cross-section planes in both 1237 

Figure 4-7 Velocity reduction after Silk stent treatment and the comparison of in-plane vertical 

velocity through a line on each measurement plane at flowrate 250 mL/min for the Silk stent case: 

(a) Plane X1 (b) Plane X2 (c) Plane X3 (ordinate represents the vertical velocity and abscissa 

represents the horizontal positions from left to right edge). 
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the horizontal and vertical direction to the aneurysm neck were checked, together with 1238 

the in-plane velocity estimates comparison on a line across the detected vortex for each 1239 

plane. By doing this, the comparison has achieved a pleasing concordance between the 1240 

CFD and PIV results, which validates the CFD models for both the no-stent and with-1241 

stent cases. 1242 

The effect of inserting a FD stent, under all the flow conditions and at different planes 1243 

within the aneurysm, can be clearly observed in the PIV measurements. Nevertheless, 1244 

there is a practical benefit to being able to predict flow behaviours using computational 1245 

models, without resorting to physical experimentation.   1246 

This work demonstrates that modelling of a FD stent as a PM model in CFD can 1247 

achieve an accurate prediction of the aneurysmal flow variations, provided that the 1248 

PM properties are set to create a flow resistance that matches that of the represented 1249 

physical stent. Although previous researchers have estimated flow resistance by 1250 

comparing PM stent models against fully-resolved stent models in CFD, this study is 1251 

the first to validate the PM stent model simulation results against observations from 1252 

physical PIV measurements.   1253 

4.4.1 Advantages of PM Model Due to the Uncertainty of FD Stent 1254 

Deployment  1255 

Although the flow resistance created by a FD stent with a particular mechanical 1256 

construction is designed to be constant, many other factors affect the actual flow-1257 

diversion efficacy, like the individual aneurysm geometry and the manner of the stent 1258 

deployment.  1259 

For deployment of a physical FD stent in a patient-specific aneurysm, the wire 1260 

structures may differ substantially depending on the deployment strategies, applied 1261 

force, neck morphology, etc. in individual operations. Moreover, stent configurations 1262 

resulting from different virtual stent deployment methodologies can also vary. A 1263 

previous study revealed 10 percentage points’ decrease in aneurysm inflow with every 1264 

25 percentage points’ increment in compaction of stent wires [101]. These facts would 1265 
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increase the difficulties in accurately modelling a fully-resolved wire stent for CFD 1266 

simulation. 1267 

Modelling the FD stent as a PM model avoids the unpredicted complexities in local 1268 

wire distribution, while the flow resistance created by the PM layer can be calibrated 1269 

to match with the represented stent, by defining the PM properties. This feature 1270 

enhances the stability of the flow-diversion effect. From the acceptable agreements 1271 

between PIV and CFD results, the PM stent model presented in this study is found to 1272 

be a practical and flexible tool to be used in the prediction of the flow behaviour. 1273 

4.4.2 Sensitivity to Measurement Plane Location  1274 

The discrepancy in the vortex positions of the PIV and CFD results on plane X3 for the 1275 

Silk case (see Figure 4-6) raised my concern about the precise location of the 1276 

measurement plane position in those two sets of data. Considering the possible 1277 

positioning errors, given that the laser sheet is 1.0 to 1.5 mm thick, slight misalignment 1278 

could happen during the experiment. Therefore, CFD results on a plane with a 1 mm 1279 

displacement to plane X3, namely X3’, were checked, which shows apparently 1280 

improved agreement with the PIV results (see Figure 4-8). This finding indicates that 1281 

the planar flow contours could be sensitive to the location, even within small 1 mm 1282 

displacements. The alignment of measurement planes should be carefully noted. 1283 

Figure 4-8 Comparison of velocity contours on measurement plane X3 and X3’ (1-mm 

displacement to X3) for the Silk stent case at flowrates 250 mL/min 
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4.4.3 Limitations 1284 

Whilst the comparison yield good agreement in the flow patterns throughout the 1285 

majority of the aneurysm domain, it was unable to obtain exactly matched flow details 1286 

at every location including the jets and vortices. However, it is unrealistic to expect 1287 

100 % agreement between physical experiments and computational simulations. 1288 

Unavoidable differences can arise though, for example, tiny discrepancies in the 1289 

location of the laser light sheet (that may result from a misalignment or the finite 1290 

thickness of the laser sheet), and small discrepancies in the construction of the physical 1291 

silicone model geometry compared to the computational model geometry. PIV 1292 

measurements are also less reliable in the immediate neighbourhood of walls, stents 1293 

or jets [139]. Furthermore, PIV relies on coarser interpolation, and can be influenced by 1294 

flow patterns existing slightly in front of or behind the nominal location of the plane.   1295 

There are also some assumptions inherent in  the simulations. CFD was implemented 1296 

using a steady-state assumption, which should match the constant flow conditions of 1297 

the experiment well. Other studies have demonstrated that steady-state models 1298 

provide reasonable estimates for the time-averaged haemodynamics of true pulsatile 1299 

flow [134].  An indication of the effect of varying flowrate can also be gained by 1300 

examining the three flowrates considered herein. Furthermore, CFD was implemented 1301 

using a laminar flow model in this study. Although this has been shown to be 1302 

reasonable for steady flows [58], for pulsatile flows other models may be worth 1303 

considering [140].   1304 

The above comparisons also show that the agreement of flows in the untreated case is 1305 

better than that of the stented case, which can be affected by the simplifications 1306 

(homogeneous and isotropic features) and parameter specification (k and C2) set for the 1307 

PM model in this simulation. It could be possible to improve the ability of the PM 1308 

model to precisely replicate the local resistance of the physical stent by the use of 1309 

spatially-varying parameters [102], or with different resistances for tangential flow 1310 

within the PM model [cf.63,64]. However, there is insufficient basis for adding more 1311 

parameters into the model at present, as this study aims to validate the simulation 1312 

result against the physical observations by using Silk-based PM stent modelling. The 1313 
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comparison has demonstrated the credibility of the use of Silk-based PM stent 1314 

modelling, provided that the PM model properties are specifically defined based on 1315 

the represented physical stent. More sophisticated settings of PM properties can be 1316 

studied in future work.  1317 

4.5 Conclusion 1318 

Flow patterns in a patient-specific aneurysm obtained between PIV and CFD have 1319 

been comprehensively compared in this study, qualitatively and quantitatively, with 1320 

and without the Silk FD stent, at three arterial flowrates, and on numerous cross-1321 

sectional planes in different orientations.  1322 

In the absence of a FD stent, the CFD model is capable of accurately simulating flow 1323 

within an aneurysm. With the modelling of a FD stent in the simulation of flow in a 1324 

treated aneurysm, agreement can be maintained in the bulk flow patterns, with 1325 

acceptable discrepancies at individual locations. 1326 

This agreement has revealed the power of CFD in predicting aneurysmal flows and 1327 

resolving the flow variations with the application of a PM model stent. For the first 1328 

time, the PM modelling of a stent has been validated against physical observations, 1329 

through which the credibility of this methodology is confirmed. This study has built 1330 

the foundation for the use and development of PM modelling in CFD as a practical and 1331 

flexible tool for future investigations of aneurysmal flow variations after FD stent 1332 

treatment. 1333 
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5.1 Introduction 1341 

5.1.1 Background 1342 

In CFD simulations, modelling FD stents as fully-resolved wire meshes requires a large 1343 

number of computational mesh elements, which increases the computational 1344 

difficulties. To improve the simulation efficiency, modelling FD stents as a porous 1345 

medium (PM) was developed [58,79,83]. 1346 

5.1.2 Current Issue 1347 

In earlier studies, the diversity of PM stent models led to considerable differences in 1348 

the flow resistance forces. Permeability is one of the main properties that characterise 1349 

a PM, and describes the capacity for fluid transmission. Adjustment of the permeability, 1350 

therefore, may result in a variety of flow resistance forces. As permeability is related 1351 

to the stent porosity, the sensitivity of the flow to permeability also helps to predict the 1352 

magnitude of effect arising when the porosity is modified due to a change in 1353 

deployment of the device.  1354 

Meanwhile, morphological differences in PM stent models, for example the thickness, 1355 

may also greatly affect the aneurysmal inflow [80]. Even though the true value of 1356 

existing stents is about 30 to 50 µm, it may be computationally expedient to use a 1357 

different thickness to model the PM stent. Besides, as the diameter of the parent arteries 1358 

are usually in millimetres, thickness of the PM layer should be designed within a 1359 

reasonable range, to ensure that the narrowed artery around the aneurysm neck (due 1360 

to the existence of the PM layer) would not cause unexpected influence on the 1361 

mainstream flow pattern and aneurysmal inflows. However, few studies have 1362 

addressed these issues, or studied the effects of those parametric settings on 1363 

aneurysmal haemodynamics. 1364 

5.1.3 Purpose 1365 

The objective of this study is to investigate the haemodynamic differences attributable 1366 

to model parameter adjustments in CFD simulations with a PM stent. More specifically, 1367 

this study focuses on the sensitivities to PM model thickness and permeability, by 1368 
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exploring their influences on post-stenting haemodynamics for multiple values of flow 1369 

rate. Knowledge of sensitivity is useful given variability that may be caused from 1370 

differences in deployment or stent design on one hand, and practical computational 1371 

constraints on the other hand. 1372 

5.2 Materials and Methods 1373 

5.2.1 Patient-Specific Aneurysm Model 1374 

A large patient-specific cerebral aneurysm, with a maximum diameter of 25 mm, was 1375 

studied after institutional ethics approval was obtained [58,83].  1376 

Using 2D DICOM data from a CT scan, the 3D aneurysm geometry was reconstructed 1377 

in STL format. The in-plane spatial resolution and the inter-plane spacing of the 1378 

DICOM data has been confirmed to be fine enough to adequately represent the 1379 

morphology of a cerebral aneurysm [46].  1380 

Figure 5-1 Geometry of the cerebral aneurysm and the porous-medium stent, and the positions of 
each plane of interest:  (a) Geometry of the aneurysm and the porous-medium stent model  (b) 

Position of the neck plane  (c) Position of the intra-aneurysmal jet plane  (d) Position of the intra-
aneurysmal centre plane 
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An intra-aneurysmal centre plane and a jet plane were selected to summarise the 1381 

simulation results. The positions of the two planes are shown in Figure 5-1. 1382 

5.2.2 Porous Medium Method 1383 

The 3D virtual FD stent geometry was modelled as a moulded tube, with varied 1384 

effective diameters, running through the parent artery and covering the aneurysm 1385 

neck.  1386 

In contrast to the conventional stent geometry with individual wires, the FD stent was 1387 

modelled as a homogeneous PM layer in the simulation. (More details about the 1388 

methodology of PM stent modelling can be found in Chapter 2.2.2.) 1389 

5.2.3 Adjustment of PM Stent Model Thickness 1390 

Besides the permeability and the inertial resistance factor, the thickness of a PM stent 1391 

may also influence the pressure drop, as seen from equation 2-5. This study 1392 

hypothesised that a different choice of thickness in the model can still provide valid 1393 

predictions of flow when the flow resistance parameters are correspondingly 1394 

compensated (Table 5-1), while maintaining the advantages of using a PM model. 1395 

Hence, the PM stent was constructed in three thickness levels, which were 50, 100, and 1396 

200 µm. 1397 

Table 5-1 Permeabilities and Inertial Resistance Factors a 1398 

Thickness, ∆e  

(µm) 

Permeability, k  

(m2) 

Inertial resistance factor, C2  

(1/m) 

50 6.22 ×10−10 1.40×105 

100 1.40 ×10−9 6.96×104 

200 2.49 ×10−9 3.50×104 

                                   a. The respective ‘initial’ values are shown here for each thickness. 1399 

5.2.4 Adjustment of Permeability 1400 

Initial values of permeability and inertial resistance factor were adapted from a 1401 

numerical test model of the Silk [79], a commonly used single-layer FD stent, listed in 1402 

Table 5-1. For the three different stent thicknesses, the values of 𝑘  and 𝐶2  were 1403 

compensated to maintain a consistent pressure drop across the FD wall (for a given 1404 

flow velocity, independent of thickness).  1405 
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In order to observe the parametric sensitivity of aneurysmal haemodynamics to 1406 

permeability, this study considered deviations in the permeability in a series of 1407 

percentages — 80%, 90%, 100%, 110%, and 120% — of each initial value. 1408 

5.2.5 Meshing 1409 

A computational mesh dependency test was conducted to assure the accuracy before 1410 

carrying out all simulations. The entire fluid zone was discretised into 0.7 to 2.8 million 1411 

tetrahedral elements, with elements in smaller size added to the artery wall and the 1412 

stent surface, using ICEM (Ansys, U.S.A.). (see Figure 5-2) 1413 

5.2.6 Flow Simulation 1414 

The blood flow was modelled as a Newtonian, incompressible fluid in the laminar flow 1415 

regime under steady conditions. To match the characteristics of human blood flow, 1416 

density and viscosity were specified as 1050 kg/m3 and 0.0035 Pa·s, respectively. 1417 

A mass flow rate boundary condition was set at the inlet for all cases, variously 1418 

specified to correspond to nominal volumetric flow rates of 150, 250, and 400 mL/min, 1419 

to observe the permeability sensitivity under different flow rate conditions. A traction 1420 

free pressure condition was set on the outlets for all cases. The artery wall was 1421 

described as stationary and no slip. CFD simulation was performed with a commercial 1422 

finite-volume-method solver, CFX (Ansys 15.0, U.S.A.). 1423 

Figure 5-2 Mesh generation for aneurysm model with model FD stent deployed of thickness 50 
µm 
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5.2.7 Haemodynamic Parameters 1424 

Mass flow rate (MFR) through the aneurysm neck plane was calculated and presented 1425 

as a percentage (MFR%) compared to the untreated case.  1426 

Energy loss (EL) is reported as one of the major factors in the prediction of aneurysm 1427 

growth and rupture; herein it refers to the difference in fluid energy between the inflow 1428 

and the outflow across the aneurysm ostium as per, 1429 

EL = ∑ 𝑄in,𝑖 (
𝑝in,𝑖

𝜌
+

1

2
𝑣in,𝑖

2 ) − ∑ 𝑄out,𝑗 (
𝑝out,𝑗

𝜌
+

1

2
𝑣out,𝑗

2 ) ,
𝑛out
𝑗=1

𝑛in
𝑖=1              (5-1) 1430 

where Q represents MFR, p is static pressure, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid, v is the 1431 

velocity, and i and j refer to coordinate locations on the ostium [124,141]. It is also given 1432 

as a percentage (EL%) of that in the corresponding untreated case [141].  1433 

5.3 Results 1434 

5.3.1 Effect of PM Thickness on Aneurysmal Haemodynamics, with 1435 

Compensated Permeability Values 1436 

 1437 
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Figure 5-3 demonstrates the flow patterns and velocity contours for PM stents with 1438 

different thicknesses. The permeability was kept at the ‘initial’ values (see Table 5-1) 1439 

for the three cases. Under different inflow conditions, no obvious distinctions between 1440 

the flow patterns, tangential velocity vectors and contours were observed on either the 1441 

Figure 5-3 Intra-aneurysmal flow patterns for a porous-medium stent (at ‘initial’ permeability) with 

different thicknesses under varied inlet flow rate: (a) 150 mL/min  (b) 250 mL/min  (c) 400 

mL/min 
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centre plane or the jet plane in simulations with stent thicknesses of 50, 100, and 200 1442 

μm. 1443 

Figure 5-4 presents the variations of intra-aneurysmal MFR and EL calculated based 1444 

on the aneurysm neck plane. For each thickness, the permeability of all cases presented 1445 

in the chart was the ‘initial’ value. For a given inlet boundary condition, the maximum 1446 

difference in MFR% reduction is less than 5 units for the thicknesses of 50, 100, and 200 1447 

μm, while the maximum difference for EL% is less than 2 units. 1448 

5.3.2 Aneurysmal Haemodynamics for Different Inlet Flow Rates 1449 

From the difference in flow reduction rates between different inlet flow conditions, it 1450 

indicates that the flow reduction efficacy decreases as the inlet flow rate increases (see 1451 

Figure 5-4). For a given thickness and permeability, when the inlet flow rate increases 1452 

from 150 to 400 mL/min, the intra-aneurysmal MFR% value is increased by about 18 to 1453 

20 units. 1454 

Figure 5-5 MFR% and EL% for different inlet flow rates. (Each PM model is specified with the 

‘initial’ permeability.) 

Figure 5-4 MFR% and EL% of cases with modified permeability  

(Error bars show the effect of different inlet flow rates.) 
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5.3.3 Aneurysmal Haemodynamics with Different Permeabilities 1455 

Figure 5-5 shows the changes in MFR% and EL% in response to the alterations to 1456 

permeability. Both MFR% and EL% increase as the permeability rises from 80 to 120 % 1457 

of the ‘initial’ value. Each 10 % increment in the permeability resulted in increases of 1458 

approximately 2 and 1 unit in MFR% and EL%, respectively. The result also reveals 1459 

that under each inlet boundary condition, the gradient stays similar for both MFR% 1460 

and EL%. 1461 

5.4 Discussion  1462 

5.4.1 Effect of PM Thickness on Aneurysmal Haemodynamics, for 1463 

Compensated Permeability Values 1464 

The pressure drop for flow passing through the PM layer can be affected by the layer 1465 

thickness, even though flow resistance parameters were compensated, as it is easy to 1466 

imagine that an excessively thick FD layer can interfere with blood flow in the parent 1467 

artery. This study investigated the possible post-stenting haemodynamic differences 1468 

caused by FD layer thicknesses of 50–200 μm (none occupies more than 5% of the 1469 

parent artery diameter), and found no obvious distinctions between them. However, 1470 

one should be aware of the potential interference if using FD model thickness greater 1471 

than 200 μm (or layer thicknesses exceeding 5% of the parent artery diameter). 1472 

The physical thickness of commercially available FD stents — from a single layer stent 1473 

(e.g. Silk: 30–50 µm), to dual-layer stents, and even treatments using multiple single 1474 

layer stents (e.g. three Silk stents: 90–150 µm) [29,79,142] is poorly defined. Nonetheless, 1475 

the range of FD layer thicknesses in this study covers most of these, and the 1476 

haemodynamics was insensitive to the choice of thickness provided the flow resistance 1477 

parameters were suitably compensated beforehand. Therefore, the thickness range of 1478 

stents employed in this study would be acceptable to be applied in future studies using 1479 

PM models. 1480 
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5.4.2 Effect of PM Intrinsic Properties on Aneurysmal Haemodynamics 1481 

For a PM, the intrinsic properties such as permeability and the inertial resistance factor 1482 

can greatly affect the intra-aneurysmal flow patterns. Results indicated that with the 1483 

increase of PM permeability (from 80% to 120% of the ‘initial’ values adapted from the 1484 

literature), the relative aneurysmal inflow increased from 34% to 42%, and the relative 1485 

aneurysmal energy loss increased from 4% to 7% of the untreated condition. This 1486 

suggests that the determination of permeability should be well taken care of in 1487 

simulations using a PM stent model. 1488 

5.5 Conclusion 1489 

When the thickness of a PM model is adjusted (with compensated k and C2), within the 1490 

range of 50 to 200 µm, the aneurysmal flow pattern, velocity magnitude, MFR, and EL 1491 

are not disturbed by such slight variation relative to the diameter of the parent artery. 1492 

The permeability of a PM stent can be related to the porosity of a deployed FD stent. 1493 

Using a PM to model FD stents of different nominal porosities requires adjustment of 1494 

the specific permeability setting to properly reflect the flow resistance properties of the 1495 

represented stent. 1496 

 1497 

 1498 
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6.1 Introduction 1508 

6.1.1 Background 1509 

In contrast to modelling the FD stent with fine meshes, which requires a high-1510 

resolution spatial discretisation around the stent’s thin wires, porous medium (PM) 1511 

stent models mimic the resistance effect of an FD stent with parameters that 1512 

characterise a PM, such as permeability (k) and inertial resistance factor (C2) [79,80]. 1513 

As introduced in Chapter 5, permeability of a PM stent can be related to the porosity 1514 

of a deployed FD stent. Therefore, when adopting a PM to model FD stents of different 1515 

nominal porosities, it is critical to characterise the PM property settings to properly 1516 

reflect the flow resistance of the represented stent. 1517 

6.1.2 Current Issue 1518 

A number of studies have been performed to understand the correlation between the 1519 

PM stent and the fine-mesh FD stent model [79–81,83]. To obtain PM model parameters 1520 

that would be similar to an FD stent, Augsburger et al. created an FD test model [79], 1521 

which had a geometry similar to the commercially available Silk FD stent (Balt 1522 

Extrusion, France), and derived the k and C2 of the test model’s PM analogue. 1523 

Although the methodology of using PM stent models was established, few studies 1524 

have been carried out to specify the calibrated PM properties that could match 1525 

different brands of FD stent available on the market, like the PED, Silk+, and FRED 1526 

(refer to Chapter 1.1.4). Furthermore, most of the published PM stent studies utilised 1527 

the PM properties derived by Augsburger et al. [79] in the simulation of FD stent 1528 

treatment even with other brands of device — and indeed often without correctly 1529 

accounting for the PM model thickness. 1530 

6.1.3 Purpose 1531 

The objective of this study is to specify calibrated PM stent model parameters for 1532 

different treatment scenarios — single FD and multi-FD implantation, as well as for 1533 

treatments with different brands of device (e.g. PED, Silk+, FRED, etc.). To meet this 1534 
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need, this study first generated FD test models corresponding respectively to a single 1535 

PED, Silk+, and FRED, as well as for two PED stents (overlaid), and further considered 1536 

regions or alignments with the lowest and highest porosities for each of these models. 1537 

The corresponding PM stent model properties — k and C2 — for each case were derived, 1538 

and further applied in the CFD simulation of treatments for two patient-specific 1539 

aneurysms to contrast the effects of different parameters as might realistically be 1540 

encountered. 1541 

6.2 Materials and Methods 1542 

6.2.1 Aneurysm Models 1543 

Two patient-specific IAs were studied after the institutional ethics approval was 1544 

obtained. Aneurysm A has a maximum diameter of 25 mm with a narrower neck of 1545 

about 12 mm; aneurysm B has a maximum diameter of 20 mm with a wider neck of 1546 

about 15 mm. The 3D aneurysm geometries were reconstructed from sets of 2D 1547 

DICOM images obtained from CTA scans. The in-plane spatial resolution and the 1548 

inter-plane spacing of the CTA scans has been confirmed to be fine enough to represent 1549 

the morphology of the intracranial aneurysms [58].  1550 

6.2.2 FD Stent and Test Model Construction 1551 

Three commercially available FD stents that are commonly used in clinical treatment 1552 

— PED, Silk+, and FRED — were studied in this research. The PED is a uniform-mesh 1553 

single-layer stent, comprising 48 wires of 30 μm diameter, with typical porosity from 1554 

65 to 70 % [ref]. The Silk+ is also a single-layer stent, but made from 44 thinner wires 1555 

(25 μm) and 4 thicker wires (40 μm), with a nominal porosity of about 75 to 80 %. The 1556 

FRED is a dual-layer stent, braided from 48 thinner wires (about 25 μm, inner layer) 1557 

and 16 thicker wires (about 60 μm, outer layer), with a typical porosity of about 70 % 1558 

[29,30,143–145]. 1559 

With the above information about the three FD stents, I used a mathematical method 1560 

to describe the nodal information of the wires’ centrelines for these FD stents, when 1561 
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each of them is expanded in a straight cylind tube with the diameter of 4 mm. The 3D 1562 

virtual FD stents were then generated (see Figure 6-1) by sweeping through all of the 1563 

nodes on the centrelines, with a circular cross-section in a nominated diameter, using 1564 

an open source application, Paraview (https://www.paraview.org/) [141] [89].    1565 

Based upon the three fully-resolved FD stents, seven scenarios of treatment with either 1566 

a single FD or two FDs deployed were investigated, and the fully-resolved FD stent 1567 

test model for each scenario was correspondingly constructed (see Figure 6-2). The 1568 

seven scenarios include treatment with:  1569 

1) a single PED (scenario ‘P’);  1570 

2) and 3) a single Silk+ with the maximal/minimal metal-coverage ratio (MCR) 1571 

(scenario ‘S-max’ and ‘S-min’);  1572 

4) and 5) a single FRED with the maximal/minimal MCR (scenario ‘F-max’ and ‘F-min’);  1573 

6) and 7) two PEDs with the maximal/minimal MCR (scenario ‘DP-max’ and ‘DP-min’) 1574 

achieved within the aneurysm ostium.    1575 

 1576 
Figure 6-1 Sketch of the fully-resolved FD stents: (a) PED (b) Silk+ (c) FRED 
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 1577 

6.2.3 Determination of PM Properties and Construction of PM-FD Models 1578 

The properties (k and C2) of each PM-FD model were determined based upon the test 1579 

model generated from the corresponding fully-resolved FD stent. This technique was 1580 

adopted from a previous study by Augsburger et al. [79].  1581 

Figure 6-2 Sketch of the corresponding fully-resolved test model scenarios for each FD stent. 

Scenario names ending with ‘-max’ or ‘-min’ respectively denote the test models with maximal or 

minimal MCR. 
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To measure the flow damping effect of FDs deployed in the seven scenarios, a series 1582 

of CFD simulations were performed, with different velocity boundary conditions (0.05, 1583 

0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 m/s) imposed at the test models’ inlets. A free-slip boundary 1584 

condition was adopted for the flow channel in the test model, and a no-slip condition 1585 

for the fully-resolved FD stent surface to avoid undue influence of the flow channel 1586 

walls, as shown in Figure 6-3. Two planes respectively at the upstream and 1587 

downstream of the wires were selected for the calculation of pressure drop. 1588 

To simplify the wire-FD model in aneurysmal haemodynamic simulations, the FD 1589 

stent was modelled as a tube running through the parent artery of each aneurysm (see 1590 

Figure 6-4), with a constant thickness of 150 μm. (It has been demonstrated that a PM 1591 

model thickness of 150 μm can be used to accurately represent the flow resistance of 1592 

Figure 6-4 Simulation condition of the test model (PED is used as an example in the figure) 

Figure 6-3 Specific shape of the PM tube running through the parent artery of each aneurysm 
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FD stents of various thicknesses in Chapter 5, provided that k and C2 are appropriately 1593 

adjusted.) The shapes of the PM models used in this study were extracted from the 1594 

stent model deployed in the previous study [141].  1595 

6.2.4 Flow Resistance of the PM Model 1596 

The flow resistance created by the PM layer — which varies with respect to its intrinsic 1597 

properties, k and C2 — is expressed as a momentum source term in addition to the 1598 

standard fluid equation,  1599 

𝑆𝑖 =  − (
𝜇

𝑘
𝑣𝑖 + 𝐶2

1

2
𝜌|𝒗|𝑣𝑖),                                        (6-1) 1600 

where i represents the x, y, or z coordinate, 𝒗 is velocity, 𝜇 is viscosity, and 𝜌 is density 1601 

[79,83]. 1602 

The Si term contributes to the pressure drop across the PM layer due to flow. Therefore, 1603 

the correlation between pressure drop and one-dimensional velocity through the PM 1604 

layer can be simply represented as the second order polynomial equation  1605 

∆𝑝 =  
𝜌∙𝐶2∙∆𝑒

2
𝑣2 +

𝜇∙∆𝑒

𝑘
𝑣,                                             (6-2) 1606 

where ∆𝑒 is the thickness of the PM model.  1607 

By fitting a quadratic curve to pressure drop data as a function of velocity for each test 1608 

model, in the form  1609 

∆𝑝 =  𝑎 𝑣2 + 𝑏 𝑣,                                                        (6-3) 1610 

the values of C2 and k can be estimated from the corresponding parameters a and b. 1611 

Figure 6-5 Mesh generation for aneurysm A (left) and B (right) 
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6.2.5 Meshing 1612 

The fluid domain and the PM subdomain were discretised into around three million 1613 

tetrahedral elements in total using ICEM CFD (ANSYS, U.S.A.), with finer elements of 1614 

less than 0.2 mm in size defined on the aneurysm surface and PM subdomain (see 1615 

Figure 6-5).  1616 

6.2.6 Flow Simulation 1617 

To describe a blood-analogue fluid in the simulation, the density and dynamic 1618 

viscosity were specified as 1050 kg/m3 and 0.0035 Pas. The blood flow was assumed 1619 

to be an incompressible Newtonian fluid within a laminar regime under steady 1620 

condition. The inlet boundary condition was specified with volume flow rates of 150 1621 

mL/min, 250 mL/min and 400 mL/min, respectively. A traction free pressure condition 1622 

was nominated on the outlets for all cases. The artery wall was defined as stationary, 1623 

with a no-slip condition. CFD calculations were carried out using a finite-volume-1624 

method (FVM) solver in CFX (ANSYS 15.0, U.S.A.). 1625 

6.2.7 Haemodynamic Parameters 1626 

MFR and EL through the aneurysm neck were calculated to measure the flow-1627 

diversion efficacy in each scenario. More details about the calculation of EL can be 1628 

found in Section 5.2.7. 1629 

6.2.8 PM Model Validation 1630 

To confirm the accuracy of the calibrated PM model proposed in the present study, a 1631 

validation was carried out to compare the outcomes between the calibrated PM model 1632 

and a virtual stent deployment (VSD). Flow-diversion results of two aneurysms into 1633 

which Silk stents were deployed were studied, under various inflow conditions (low, 1634 

medium, and high). The Silk stents were respectively modelled as the calibrated PM 1635 

model ‘S’ and as the VSD model that was introduced in the previous published results 1636 

[141]. 1637 
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6.3 Results 1638 

6.3.1 Porosity and Pore Density of Test Models 1639 

The porosity and pore density of each test model (Table 6-1) were calculated to 1640 

compare the structures of different FD model geometries. For the test models 1641 

representing the Silk+, FRED, and two PEDs, the mean porosities and pore densities 1642 

were also calculated by averaging the values for maximal and minimal MCR (see Table 1643 

6-1). 1644 

Table 6-1 The porosity and pore density of each test model. The mean values for the Silk+ stent, 1645 
FRED stent, and the two PEDs obtained by averaging the two scenarios* are also shown. 1646 

FD 

stent 

Test 

model 

scenario 

Porosity 

(%) 

Mean 

porosity 

(%) 

Pore density 

(1/mm²) 

Mean pore 

density 

(1/mm²) 

PED P 70 70 22 22 

Silk+ 
S-max 76 

80.5 
20 

19.5 
S-min 85 19 

FRED 
F-max 70 

71.5 
22 

19 
F-min 73 16 

Two 

PEDs 

DP-max 46 
58 

70 
46 

DP-min 70 22 

                 * Scenarios ending with ‘-max’ and ‘-min’ respectively relate to the maximal and minimal MCR. 1647 

6.3.2 Relation between Pressure Drop and Inflow Velocity 1648 

Figure 6-6 depicts the variation of pressure drop as a function of velocity for flow 1649 

through each of the different test models, based on a series of CFD simulations using 1650 

the fully-resolved geometries.  1651 

As the velocity is increased from 0 to 1 m/s, each test model exhibits higher resistance 1652 

to the flow, indicated by the increasing pressure drop. Indeed, the rate of increase in 1653 

resistance also grows as velocity increases, consistent with a quadratic relation. Flow 1654 

through two PEDs (scenario ‘DP’) engendered the highest average pressure drop of up 1655 

to 1720 Pa. The pressure drops produced by the single-stent models all varied in a 1656 

range roughly half as large as the average for scenario ‘DP’: the PED (scenario ‘P’) 1657 

created a pressure drop of 955 Pa, followed by 797 Pa for FRED (scenario ‘F’) and 567 1658 
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Pa for Silk+ (scenario ‘S’). A remarkable difference in the pressure drops was revealed 1659 

for scenario ‘DP’ and scenario ‘S’, whose averages differed by a factor of three at the 1660 

highest velocity.   1661 

Table 6-2 presents the coefficients of the quadratic term (a) and the first order term (b) 1662 

in equation 6-3, which are obtained by fitting curves to the data in Figure 6-6, 1663 

representing the relationship between the average pressure drop and velocity for the 1664 

four scenarios. Based on these paired coefficients, k and C2 for each scenario was 1665 

respectively derived, corresponding to the PM model thickness of 150 μm, to 1666 

characterise the PM-FD stent. 1667 

Table 6-2 Paired coefficients (a and b) and PM model parameters (k and C2) derived from test 1668 
models representing each FD stent scenarios 1669 

FD stent 

scenarios 

Coefficient* Permeability, k  

[m2] 

Inertial resistance 

factor, C2 [1/m] a b 

P 598 360 1.46×10−9 7.60×104 

F 526 273 1.92×10−9 6.68×104 

S 339 230 2.29×10−9 4.30×104 

DP 978 744 7.06×10−10 1.24×105 

* The coefficients in equation 6-3, which are obtained from the curves representing the 1670 

relationship between pressure drop and flow velocity for each test model in Figure 6-2.   1671 

Figure 6-6 The relationship between pressure drop and inflow velocity for flow through each test 

model. For curves ‘F’, ‘S’, and ‘DP’, the error bars represent the span of pressure drop between the 

‘min’ and ‘max’ MCR for the selected scenarios, and the curves are plotted based on average values 

of these limits. 
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6.3.3 Visualisation of Aneurysmal Flow Pattern 1672 

Figure 6-7 presents the velocity iso-surfaces, streamlines, and the WSS for aneurysm A 1673 

(Figure 6-7(a)) and B (Figure 6-7(b)) under the untreated condition, and for treatment 1674 

according to the four different FD stent scenarios. 1675 

Results indicate substantial flow reduction occurred in the aneurysms following 1676 

treatment with single PM-FD stents (scenarios ‘P’, ‘S’, and ‘F’), compared to the 1677 

untreated cases. Further flow diversion was achieved in scenario ‘DP’, as both inflow 1678 

velocity and WSS were further reduced. Differences in the magnitudes of velocity and 1679 

WSS can be noted from the flow visualisations for scenarios ‘P’, ‘F’, and ‘S’, while the 1680 

inflow direction and WSS distribution are similar (see Figure 6-7).  1681 
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 1682 

6.3.4 Quantitative Aneurysmal Haemodynamics 1683 

Figure 6-8 shows the quantitative results from two aneurysms treated with different 1684 

FD stents, modelled as PM with calibrated properties. In Figure 6-8(a) the MFR is 1685 

presented as percentages of the corresponding untreated cases. For the inlet flow rate 1686 

of 250 mL/min, the MFR after treatment scenario ‘DP’ is obviously lower than that of 1687 

the other scenarios (‘P’, ‘F’, and ‘S’) by up to 19 and 18 percentage points in aneurysms 1688 

A and B, respectively. The difference in MFR between the single-stent scenarios ‘P’, ‘F’, 1689 

Figure 6-7 Visualisation of aneurysmal haemodynamics for aneurysm A and B, characterised by 
velocity iso-surfaces, streamlines, and WSS, under the untreated condition and under four different 

scenarios of FD stent treatment: (a) aneurysm A  (b) aneurysm B 
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and ‘S’ does not exceed 9 percentage points (relative to the untreated cases); among 1690 

them, scenarios ‘P’ and ‘S’ respectively show the highest and lowest efficacies of flow 1691 

diversion, with scenario ‘F’ being intermediate. I observed the same tendencies for inlet 1692 

flow rates of 150 and 400 mL/min, which are represented by the lower and upper error 1693 

bars in Figure 6-6.  1694 

Figure 6-8(b) presents EL as percentages of the corresponding untreated cases. Broadly 1695 

speaking, the EL results follow the same trends as outlined above for MFR. Values of 1696 

EL for the different FD test models differed by up to 5 and 14 % (relative to the 1697 

untreated cases) in aneurysms A and B, respectively. There are, however, two notable 1698 

distinctions. Firstly, there is a much greater difference in values of relative EL between 1699 

the two patient-specific aneurysms. This suggests that EL may be more sensitive to 1700 

Figure 6-8 Quantitative aneurysmal haemodynamic results for aneurysm A and B under different 

treatment scenarios. The MFR (a) and EL (b) are given as the percentage of the corresponding 

untreated case. Bar heights represent the inlet flow rate of 250 mL/min, while the lower and upper 

error bars extend to results for 150 or 400 mL/min. A plane across each aneurysm neck is selected 

for the calculation of MFR and EL. 
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morphology than MFR. Secondly, the relative size of the ‘error bars’, representing 1701 

variation due to changes in inflow, is considerably larger for EL. Thus, normalised EL 1702 

is also more sensitive to inflow rate than is the normalised MFR. Absolute values of 1703 

MFR and EL for each untreated case are shown in Appendix III. 1704 

6.3.5 Flow-Diversion Efficacy in Two Patient-Specific Aneurysms 1705 

A difference in the flow-diversion efficacy between two aneurysms was observed, even 1706 

when the aneurysms were treated with the PM-FD stent in the same scenario (Figure 1707 

6-7 and Figure 6-8). 1708 

As indicated by the velocity iso-surfaces in Figure 6-7, while the inflow to aneurysm A 1709 

is largely reduced after the PM-FD stent treatment, a relatively strong inflow remains 1710 

in the correspondingly treated aneurysm B. For a quantitative comparison, Figure 6-8 1711 

shows that for a given treatment scenario the flow-diversion efficacy characterised by 1712 

MFR and EL has a marked difference of up to 10 and 18 percentage points, respectively, 1713 

between the two aneurysms.  1714 

Figure 6-9 Comparison of MFR% and AAV% obtained from two FD modelling approaches — 

the VSD model [103] and the PM model (present work) — under various inflow conditions, (a) for 

aneurysm A and (b) for aneurysm B. 
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6.3.6 Comparison of Simulation Results between PM and VSD Model 1715 

Quantitative haemodynamic parameters of MFR and average aneurysmal velocity 1716 

(AAV) have been calculated, and the maximal differences in these parameters between 1717 

the two FD modelling approaches (the calibrated PM and the VSD) was found to be 1718 

less than 5% (Figure 6-9). This result indicates the credibility of using the calibrated 1719 

PM method in flow simulations of IAs implanted with FD stents. 1720 

6.4 Discussion 1721 

Using the method of modelling a FD stent as a PM, this study provided a set of 1722 

parameters for PM-FD stent modelling in CFD simulation, in order to realistically 1723 

reflect the distinct flow diversion effects. Based on three FD stents available on the 1724 

market, this work has studied seven scenarios of fully-resolved FD stent deployment, 1725 

and derived four characterised PM-FD stent models representing the true FD stent 1726 

deployments, including a dual-stent model. Moreover, the corresponding stent 1727 

treatments for two patient-specific aneurysms have been simulated in eight different 1728 

cases.  1729 

Through the use of calibrated PM-FD stent models, this study demonstrates a method 1730 

that is capable of distinguishing the haemodynamic effects associated with different 1731 

FD stents while retaining the advantages of using a PM model to avoid simulation 1732 

difficulties as well as to save computational time.  1733 

6.4.1 Characterising PM-FD stents 1734 

Figure 6-6 demonstrates that the flow resistance induced by the test models varies 1735 

according to their individual designs. In comparison to the flow resistance induced by 1736 

scenario ‘P’, scenarios ‘F’ and ‘S’ produced resistances about 20 and 40 percentage 1737 

points lower, respectively; while scenario ‘DP’, as a double-stent deployment, 1738 

enhances the resistance to around twice that of scenario ‘P’. Clearly there is a dominant 1739 

inverse relationship between flow resistance and porosity, although this does not 1740 

explain all of the variation observed — compare the pressure drops for scenarios ‘P’, 1741 

‘F-max’ and ‘DP-min’, which all have porosities of 70 % (Table 6-1). The differences in 1742 
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flow resistance from these test model scenarios with identical porosity are considered 1743 

to be substantially affected by the differences in the stent thicknesses. As the stent 1744 

thickness increases, it creates a stronger damping effect on the flow. Knowing that the 1745 

effective stent wire thickness gradually reduces from two PEDs (‘DP’) to PED (‘P’) and 1746 

FRED (‘F’), a correlation between the resistance induced by the stent wires and their 1747 

effective thicknesses can be noted. This reinforces the contention that the PM model 1748 

properties, particularly k and C2, should be calibrated if they are intended to represent 1749 

true FD stents, as they control the capability of the PM model to transmit fluid, thereby 1750 

determining the real flow resistance. 1751 

As can be identified by the positions of the error bars (scenario ‘S-max’, ‘S-min’, ‘F-max’, 1752 

‘F-min’, ‘DP-max’, and ‘DP-min’) in Figure 6-6, even though the pressure drops created 1753 

by scenarios with different MCRs fluctuate within a range, this range is smaller than 1754 

the differences between the various stents, and there was no overlap of the error bars. 1755 

Thus, it is reasonable to believe that the PM-FD stent models defined with k and C2 1756 

derived from the respective regression curves can represent the flow-diversion effects 1757 

of the fully-resolved FD stents for typical deployment of these stents. (Of course, 1758 

deployments involving oversized stents, undersized stents, or deliberately enhanced 1759 

‘compaction’ that result in drastically different average MCR values could affect the 1760 

relative flow resistances imposed [141].) 1761 

The phenomenon of different flow resistance follows from the structure of the FD stent 1762 

models, i.e. the porosity and the wire structure [90]. These results further illustrate the 1763 

tendency of flow resistance to decrease when the porosity of a FD stent is increased 1764 

(see Table 6-1). As specific examples of this, the smallest porosity decrease of 1.5 1765 

(scenarios ‘F’ and ‘P’) corresponded to an increase of 20 % in flow resistance, while the 1766 

largest porosity decrease of 22.5 % (scenarios ‘DP’ and ‘S’) corresponded to an increase 1767 

of 200 % in flow resistance. 1768 
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6.4.2 Impact of Different PM-FD Treatments on Aneurysmal 1769 

Haemodynamics 1770 

Modelling the fully-resolved FD stent as a PM model avoids the procedure of 1771 

modelling the deployment process of the FD stent, accounting for the expansion, 1772 

compaction and other motions of the individual wires, which is challenging and time-1773 

consuming. As the PM-FD stent modelling introduced in this study simplifies the 1774 

fully-resolved stent structure into a moulded tube with a constant thickness, it avoids 1775 

the requirement of high-resolution discretisation around the wires (which would 1776 

result in a large number of tiny computational elements), thereby relieving the 1777 

simulation burden and saving computational time. The choice of a 150 μm thickness 1778 

for the PM model (rather than, say, 30 μm) likewise saves on computational load, 1779 

without any significant sacrifice in accuracy [79].  1780 

In this study, to simulate FD stents deployed to treat patient-specific aneurysms using 1781 

PM models, the entire fluid zone was discretised into about three million mesh 1782 

elements across different cases, which has even more precision than that used in the 1783 

simulation by Augsburger et al. [79], ensuring the capability to accurately predict the 1784 

flow haemodynamics. Using eight cores on an ordinary desktop computer, the 1785 

simulation time is around half to four hours for different scenarios under various inlet 1786 

flow rates, when the convergence criteria were adopted as 10−5 for relative residuals. 1787 

Comparing this to the previous simulations with fully-resolved FD stents, which 1788 

typically takes about five hours using 16 cores on a high-powered Z840 workstation 1789 

[141], the computational efficiency is evidently improved substantially. This finding is 1790 

consistent with the trend that PM models will generally be substantially more 1791 

computationally efficient, as also found by Augsburger et al. [79].  1792 

Having this computational advantage and using these sets of the calibrated coefficients 1793 

to define PM stents, it improves the practicability of simulation for these devices. The 1794 

derived parameters presented in this work make it possible for simulation to be carried 1795 

out immediately, thus the approximate flow-diversion efficacy can be estimated for a 1796 

given aneurysm treated with any such device. This result is a ground-breaking 1797 

contribution to the field of FD treatment planning, as it not only ensures simulation 1798 
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accuracy but also significantly improves the simulation efficiency. The improved 1799 

specifications in our PM models and the reduced time cost would be highly beneficial. 1800 

6.4.3 Limitations and Future Work 1801 

With the test models that represent different fully-resolved FD stents, this study 1802 

derived the characterised parameters (k and C2) for each PM model; in this way, the 1803 

stent models were defined as a homogeneous PM layer with isotropic k and C2. 1804 

Due to the interaction between the aneurysm neck morphology and stent expansion, 1805 

the true wire configuration varies with the individual stent deployment, thereby 1806 

resulting in unevenly distributed wires and hence local variations in porosity and pore 1807 

density. However, our PM models did not account for such non-uniformity. Besides 1808 

that, the shape adopted by the stent wires can be affected by the artery diameter, the 1809 

selected stent size, and the compaction force applied, resulting in increased or 1810 

decreased porosity. The potential effects of these factors on porosity should also be 1811 

noted in PM stent modelling. Even though the specification for each PM model may 1812 

not perfectly match the true deployment, the same method was consistently used 1813 

across all the different scenarios in this study. Therefore, the relative differences 1814 

between each scenario are still capable of representing the distinct flow-diversion 1815 

effects of the real FD stents. It is the future work to establish further sophisticated PM-1816 

FD stent models. 1817 

In this study, the PM model parameters were derived from test models with 1818 

perpendicular inflow, while the direction of realistic aneurysmal inflow varies locally. 1819 

It is also the future plan to study the anisotropic parameters for more precise PM stent 1820 

modelling. As reported in a previous study, the pressure drop across the stent mainly 1821 

results from the perpendicular velocity component, with minimal influence of the 1822 

tangential component [90]. This may allow a simplification to be introduced in some 1823 

models. 1824 

The pulsatile phenomenon was not considered in this study, as the flow-diverting 1825 

treatment is performed in intracranial vessels where the pulsatile phenomenon has less 1826 

effect on the variation of the artery wall geometry, comparing to that of cardiovascular 1827 

vessels. Other studies have also demonstrated that despite small variations of the local 1828 
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vorticity due to the pulsatile flow behaviour, steady flow simulation provides a good 1829 

approximation of spatial average velocity magnitude in IA [132], and the 1830 

instantaneous shear stress and flow rate in a pulsatile flow regime can be estimated 1831 

reasonably well from a steady flow simulation [133]. It is also reported that steady-1832 

state models provide reasonable estimates for the time-averaged haemodynamics of 1833 

true pulsatile flow [134]. However, it would be interesting to evaluate the variation of 1834 

aneurysmal inflow —although tiny— due to the pulsatile phenomenon. Aneurysmal 1835 

inflow variation due to the parent artery flowrates can be estimated in this study from 1836 

the MFR difference at various simulation conditions of flowrate, whereas the 1837 

instantaneous behaviour over a cardiac cycle would require the future establishment 1838 

of a time-dependent PM model.   1839 

6.5 Conclusion 1840 

In this study, I generated seven test models based on the designs of three commercially 1841 

available FD stents on the market (PED, Silk+, and FRED), and studied the 1842 

corresponding k and C2 used for the PM stent modelling to represent the true flow-1843 

diversion effect of the given FD stents. 1844 

This study revealed up to three times difference in flow resistance created by different 1845 

PM-FD stents, resulting in up to 19  (MFR) and 14  (EL) percentage points difference in 1846 

the aneurysmal haemodynamics for the stented cases, which indicates the capability 1847 

of distinguishing and representing the flow-diversion effect of different FD devices 1848 

using PM-FD stent models. 1849 

This work provides a vital foundation for the future development of PM models. Both 1850 

the reported different flow resistances from various stent designs and the factors that 1851 

may affect the stent performance have provided solid evidence for future studies to 1852 

further optimise the flexibility and precision in using PM models. 1853 

With the specific settings of PM properties, this study demonstrates the advantages of 1854 

FD stent simulation using PM models, by providing medical doctors and other 1855 

researchers with an individualised method that is more efficient than fully-resolved 1856 
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CFD simulations while also achieving better simulation accuracy than with 1857 

uncalibrated PM models.1858 



 

 1859 

 1860 

 1861 

  1862 

Conclusions and Outlook 1863 
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7.1 Conclusions 1865 

From results obtained in previous chapters, the morphologic characteristics and 1866 

simulation parameters that may affect the simulation credibility of aneurysmal 1867 

haemodynamics have been inspected. The capability of CFD to predict fluid flow 1868 

variations in idealised and realistic aneurysm geometries, with or without FD stent 1869 

treatment has been checked. Furthermore, a set of parameters, after being calibrated to 1870 

a variety of treatment modes, has been provided to future studies using model FD 1871 

stents. 1872 

To sum up, with computational modelling of idealised aneurysms, reconstructed 1873 

patient-specific aneurysms, and model FD stents, haemodynamic investigation of IAs 1874 

and their flow-diversion treatments were carried out, which contributes to a more 1875 

comprehensive and valid understanding of the aneurysmal haemodynamics and the 1876 

flow-diversion effects. 1877 

In Chapter 3, the accuracy and validity of CFD predictions of aneurysmal 1878 

haemodynamics without FD stent intervention was discussed, by comparing the 1879 

resolved velocity vector field in a patient-specific aneurysm with different 1880 

experimental fluid dynamics methods, such as PIV and PCMRI. The simulation and 1881 

experiments were carried out under the same flow regime and boundary conditions. 1882 

To carry out a comparison between different methods with minimal influence result 1883 

from unavoidable morphological errors, advanced techniques were used in the 1884 

research scheme, like microCT scanning and 3D reconstruction. In that way the in vitro 1885 

silicone phantom was precisely scanned, the results of which were later reconstructed 1886 

into a 3D virtual model. General comparison between CFD, PIV and PCMRI shows the 1887 

same vortex flow at the centre of the aneurysm; however, the near-wall flow pattern 1888 

shows discrepancies in the PCMRI results, which is considered as a consequence of the 1889 

low spatial resolution used in PCMRI measurement. The 2D velocity vector field 1890 

comparison between PIV and CFD shows good similarities both in flow pattern and 1891 

velocity magnitude, while similar 3D streamlines in the centre of aneurysm—the 1892 

vortices—are observed by comparison between PCMRI and CFD. 1893 
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In Chapter 4, the validity of CFD predictions for aneurysmal haemodynamics modified 1894 

by the presence of a Silk FD stent was further checked, by comparing the 2D velocity 1895 

vector field in a patient-specific aneurysm with that measured by PIV. Further, the FD 1896 

stent modelled as a PM layer was also validated against experimental results for the 1897 

first time, with PM model properties defined following the k and C2 derived from a Silk 1898 

stent introduced in Augsburger’s report [79]. Comparison between PIV and CFD 1899 

results shows very good similarities in the velocity vector field for the untreated case 1900 

and acceptable similarities for the stented case.  1901 

Through these two chapters, assessment of the accuracy of CFD predictions of 1902 

aneurysmal haemodynamics before and after FD stent treatment has been confirmed. 1903 

CFD can be a reliable tool that accurately predicts the aneurysm haemodynamics, 1904 

provided that the materials and parameters used in simulation are reasonably 1905 

controlled and determined, for example, the precision of the reconstructed model, the 1906 

adoption of reasonable simulation parameters, the reproduction of a stable and 1907 

consistent flow environment, etc. Moreover, the matched flow variations after flow-1908 

diversion treatment indicate that the use of a PM model FD stent in CFD is a convenient 1909 

and flexible tool for investigating the flow fields in treated aneurysms.  1910 

In Chapter 5, impacts on aneurysmal haemodynamics were investigated when the PM 1911 

model stent is designed with various thickness within a certain range, as well as the 1912 

corresponding adjustment of k. Aneurysmal flow patterns and velocity magnitudes are 1913 

found to be similar between PM models of different thicknesses (between 50 and 200 1914 

m), provided that k and C2 are compensated to retain the same pressure drop. The 1915 

adjustment of k has been found to strongly influence the flow-diversion effect of the 1916 

PM model. 1917 

In Chapter 6, PM model FD stents were respectively calibrated to reflect the flow 1918 

resistance created by several treatment modes using commercially available FD stents. 1919 

Flow-diversion effects of such calibrated PM model FD stents were further compared 1920 

between different treatment modes in two patient-specific aneurysms. From the results, 1921 

up to 20 % variation in flow-diversion effects can be observed between different 1922 

calibrated PM model FD stents. 1923 
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Through these two chapters, PM model FD stents have been calibrated to study the 1924 

aneurysmal haemodynamics after FD stent treatment. The thickness of the PM model 1925 

(within the range of 50 to 200 μm studied in this thesis) has been found to have 1926 

negligible influence on the aneurysmal haemodynamics while the k and C2 are 1927 

compensated to retain the relevant pressure drop. This assures the benefit of using a 1928 

PM model stent in the procedure of mesh generation, for the reduced difficulties and 1929 

improved mesh quality; furthermore, the computational cost in both time and 1930 

equipment can be saved apparently. From the correlations between pressure drops and 1931 

imposed velocities for the treatment modes that have been studied in this research, 1932 

several pairs of calibrated parameters—k and C2—can be derived for characterising the 1933 

PM model FD stents in future studies. According to the simulation results with 1934 

calibrated model stents, flow-diversion effects reveal significant variations with 1935 

respect to different PM model stents, which suggests the importance of calibrating 1936 

model FD stents to match with the represented FD stents. Having this computational 1937 

advantage and using these sets of the calibrated coefficients to define PM stents, it 1938 

improves the practicability of simulation for these devices. Compared to fully-resolved 1939 

stent simulation, time required for computational model preparation and simulation 1940 

in PM model simulation is substantially reduced. This study demonstrates the 1941 

advantages of FD stent simulation using PM models, by providing medical doctors 1942 

and other researchers with an individualised method that is more efficient than fully-1943 

resolved CFD simulations while also achieving better simulation accuracy than with 1944 

uncalibrated PM models. 1945 

Overall, these studies certainly contribute to an improved validity of aneurysmal 1946 

haemodynamics simulation, thereby enhancing the clinical relevance of such 1947 

aneurysmal haemodynamic studies in the future. 1948 

7.2 Outlook 1949 

Several questions that have been raised from studies in this thesis could be considered 1950 

as future research directions, which include: 1951 
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1) More advanced settings for experimental methods can be adopted to study the 1952 

fluid flows. 3D PIV, which requires two high-speed cameras could provide 3D 1953 

planar velocity results, while a volumetric PIV measurement, which requires 1954 

four cameras, could further investigate the flow movement in the entire 3D flow 1955 

field. Besides, PCMRI performed with improved resolution, or using a scaled-up 1956 

aneurysm model with correspondingly adjusted flow conditions (like inflow rate, 1957 

Reynolds number, etc.) could help to precisely resolve a 3D flow field (even 4D 1958 

with the time frame) with more accurate details. Such results would contribute 1959 

to a more convincing comparison of the resolved flows between numerical and 1960 

experimental approaches, as the simulated flow results could be validated in a 1961 

more comprehensive scheme with both 2D and 3D results.  1962 

2) More patient-specific aneurysm models can be included. A larger sample size 1963 

consisting of different parent artery and aneurysm morphologies would increase 1964 

the range of flow complexities, thereby leading to a comprehensive examination 1965 

of the power of each fluid dynamic method when facing various flow fields. 1966 

Besides, flow-diversion efficacy affected by the aneurysm morphology can be 1967 

further discussed. This finding holds potential to contribute to the prediction of 1968 

treatment effects for aneurysms with specific morphologic characteristics.   1969 

3) More FD stent treatment scenarios can be considered in the calibration of PM 1970 

stent modelling. Since different wire structures resulting from various FD stent 1971 

treatment modes would lead to different resistance to the aneurysm inflow, the 1972 

derivation of a series of parameters for the PM model stent to replicate the flow 1973 

resistance would enhance the practicability and effectiveness of using PM 1974 

models in the simulation of flow-diversion efficacy. Porosity and pore density 1975 

are critical factors to describe stent wire structures: the correlation between them 1976 

and PM model parameters is therefore promising information to allow the PM 1977 

model to be broadly used in future studies, to assist the haemodynamic 1978 

simulation of aneurysms with a FD stent deployed.  1979 

4) More sophisticated PM stent model can be designed with consideration of the 1980 

inhomogeneous and anisotropic PM model parameters. Due to the interaction 1981 
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between the stent structure and the artery morphology, the actual wire structures 1982 

distributed across the aneurysm neck should be various and unevenly 1983 

distributed, leading to inflows in different directions affected by the local wires. 1984 

Thus, a PM stent model designed with inhomogeneous flow resistance and 1985 

anisotropic PM parameters could more realistically represent the local force 1986 

created by individual stent wire structures.   1987 

5) A comprehensive quantitative analysis of the shifts of flow distribution between 1988 

different flow-diversion treatment modalities, as well as between more advanced 1989 

CFD models considering the local resistance variations in the stents, would 1990 

provide useful information to optimise the CFD models for them to precisely 1991 

predict fluid flow behaviours, and thereby assist the clinics with more valid 1992 

evaluations. Therefore, more comprehensive quantitative comparisons could be 1993 

carried out between different modalities, especially for different flow-diversion 1994 

treatment scenarios and PM models with spatially-varying parameters. Results 1995 

like the point-to point comparison on numerous planes, the discussion on the 1996 

spatial shift of different velocity components and the velocity magnitude, etc. 1997 

could be included. This would lead to a more comprehensive analysis of the PM 1998 

model performance, as its parameters are variously specified according to 1999 

different flow-diversion treatment modalities. 2000 

6) The establishment of PM model for a specified FD stent deployment would be 2001 

an important work in the next step, as it would not only establish the 2002 

methodology for creating a customised PM model, but also provide useful 2003 

knowledge to build up the more advanced PM model with spatial-varying 2004 

parameters, as mentioned in Sections 6.4.3 and 7.2 (4). In addition, the shape of 2005 

the actual stent deployed in the blood vessel can also be captured and used for 2006 

the PM modelling in CFD simulation. In an actual stent deployment, the shape 2007 

of the stent after deployment is significantly affected by the morphological 2008 

characteristics of the blood vessel, like the curvature, tortuosity, variations in 2009 

diameter, etc., and this would lead to various flow-diversion effect of the stent, 2010 

as a gap between the stent surface and the parent artery wall may lead to 2011 

undesired leakage of blood flow into the aneurysm. Thus, research on this topic 2012 
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would contribute to the establishment of a PM model that can mimic both the 2013 

flow resistance created by the stent surface and the actual areas in the fluid field 2014 

that is blocked by the stent. 2015 

Following the method presented in Chapter 6 to derive the PM parameters for 2016 

FD stents, microCT scanning can be performed to capture the geometry of the 2017 

actual FD stent deployed in a phantom, after which the reconstructed stent model 2018 

can be used to numerically derive the PM parameters. A surface fitting method 2019 

could be used to create the PM model surface that has the equivalent shape to 2020 

the actual stent.  2021 

Another interesting topic is to establish the PM model for the coiling treatment 2022 

(refer to Section 1.1.4.2 Figure 1-2) using the same method mentioned in the 2023 

above paragraph. As both normal coiling and stent-supported coiling are 2024 

commonly used in clinical treatment, the PM coil model could enable a more 2025 

flexible and efficient CFD simulation for coiling treatment effect with 2026 

consideration of the individual treatment modality, and thereby assist the 2027 

surgical planning and treatment evaluation before and after a clinical operation.” 2028 
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Introduction 

Background 

Currently, stroke is one of the most dangerous disease threatening patient’s health and 

life, which is significantly associated with IA and artery stenosis [83]. Stenosis may 

create disturbance and flow separation, and consequently induce significant flow 

resistance, large pressure drop, complicated flow pattern, disturbed WSS, and wall 

motion patterns [84]–[86]. The use of CFD in the study involving aneurysm and 

stenosis achieve significant findings [87], focusing on various shape and size of 

aneurysms in complex configuration of parent arteries, stenosis severity with idealised 

models and patient-specific models. 

Current issue 

Haemodynamics is thought to be an important factor in the pathogenesis and 

treatment of intracranial aneurysms and stenosis [46], [91]. However, the 

haemodynamic characteristics of the complicated arterial disease accompanied by both 

stenosis and aneurysm have not been clearly investigated. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of complex morphologies on 

aneurysmal haemodynamics, by simulating 7 idealised straight-vessel models (refer to 

Section 2.4 for more details about the study with straight vessel model) and 14 

idealised curved-vessel models. Specific attentions are paid to different severity of 

stenosis, various distance between stenosis and aneurysm, and highly-curved parent 

arteries in different curvatures. 
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Materials and Methods 

Geometry of stenosis and aneurysm 

This study pays attention to blood vessels with both stenosis and aneurysm, 

considering of the variation of the size and shape of the geometrical configurations. 

Idealised models were created using 3D CAD software (Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 4.0, 

PTC, USA). Two groups of typical geometries were established: stenosis and aneurysm 

located in straight vessels (refer to Section 2.4 for more details about the study with 

straight vessel model), and stenosis and aneurysms located in curved vessel. 

Morphological parameters of curved vessels with stenosis and aneurysm are as below: 

The size of the semicircular curved vessel is different depends on its curvature. The 

aneurysm locates at the apex of the convex side of the semicircular curve, with an 

aneurysm in the maximal diameter of 8 mm. Two straight tubes (30 mm in length) have 

been created at the opening respectively at the inlet and outlet of the semicircular 

curved parent artery (see Figure AI-1). The diameter of the parent artery is 4 mm. An 

outer cut at the vessel is created, which is regarded as the stenosis, at the upstream of 

the aneurysm. The position of the outer cut varies with respect to different distance 

between stenosis and aneurysm, and the diameter of the narrowed section is 

determined by the stenosis ratio (defined as equation 2-7). The Dean number, 

calculated with {Re*(D*C/4)1/2}, where D is the diameter of the parent artery and C is 

Figure AI-1 Sketch of geometry with stenosis and aneurysm in a curved vessel  
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the curvature of the parent artery, ranges between 53 and 67 for the curved-vessel 

models studied in this research, since the diameter is 4 mm and the nominated Re is 

240 [6]. Hence, the curvatures and model settings in this research are considered to be 

matched with the real environment in human body, as the typical Dean number ranges 

from 10 to 200 in human intracranial arteries [146]. 

A variety of degrees of stenosis were studied to represent for mild stenosis (30%), 

moderate stenosis (50%) and severe stenosis (70%) in patient cases [113] [147].  

Meshing 

Considering that mesh generation is a crucial procedure determining the simulation 

accuracy, the meshes across all the models were performed under a standard protocol. 

The entire fluid zone was discretised into tetrahedral elements with 3 boundary layers. 

The maximal element size was defined as the smallest vessel diameter divided by 10, 

in order to ensure that the fluid zone to be discretised into at least 10 elements even for 

the narrowest cross-section. The entire fluid domain was discretised into about 1 

million to 2 million elements across different cases. A mesh dependency test was 

performed to assure the stability of simulation result with such mesh generation.  

Fluid Simulation 

Assumptions of Newtonian, incompressible fluid and laminar flow were determined 

for the fluid, with the density specified as 1050 kg/m3 and the viscosity specified as 

0.0035 Pa·s. 

A steady condition was applied for all simulations. Velocity of 0.2 m/s was specified at 

the model inlet with a Re of 240, within the range of Re in intracranial arteries (from 

110 to 850). By this setting, the simulation was in good consistency with the assumption 

of laminar flow in every grids within the fluid zone. Pressure boundary condition of 0 

Pa was defined at the outlet. Stationary and no-slip condition was set on the model 

wall. 

The calculation was performed using a commercial solver (Ansys Fluent 14 Inc., USA) 

based on FVM. 
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Results 

 Curved vessel with aneurysm and stenosis 

Flow pattern 

According to fluid mechanics, a principle of flow mechanisms in straight vessel and 

curved vessel is different. In the sidewall aneurysm model, flow in the parent vessel is 

tangential to the aneurysm orifice and the stream in the blood artery is viscous shear-

driven flow. In curved-vessel models, the aneurysm sac is located at the convex side 

of the parent artery, along the inertial path of the flow. The stream in the artery is 

inertia-driven flow [6].  

The inertia-driven flow created different results from straight blood vessels of flow 

pattern along the artery, as shown in Figure AI-2. It illustrates the comparison of flow 

pattern between 4 models with a same aneurysm existing after a moderate distance 

from the stenosis. The different behaviours of flow were affected by different 

Figure AI-2 Aneurysmal flow pattern and reattachment length in different models: (a) C = 0.05 
mm-1, 50 %  (b) C = 0.05 mm-1, 70 %  (c) C = 0.08 mm-1, 50 %  (d) C = 0.08 mm-1, 70 % 

(curvature of parent artery, degree of stenosis) 
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curvatures of parent arteries and different degrees of stenosis. The 70 % stenosis 

created a relatively stronger and higher velocity flow in the parent artery of all models. 

The relatively stronger flow went along the inertial path of flow in the parent artery, 

which was dominated by the inertial force. With the moderate distance between 

aneurysm and stenosis, the relatively stronger flow became the aneurysmal inflow, 

and created a relatively higher velocity in the aneurysm. From Meng’s result, the 

momentum of inflow drastically increases by several orders of magnitude as parent 

artery curvature increased from zero (straight vessel). They inferred that inertia-driven 

force induce the aneurysmal flow by creating an inflow that was 103 to 104 times 

stronger than the shear-driven flow [6]. In this research, the inflow was intensified 

when the curvature of parent artery increased, and as well as when the degree of 

Figure AI-4 Maximal intra-aneurysmal velocity for models with different levels of stenosis and 
parent artery curvatures 

Figure AI-3 Sketch of the reattachment length affected by curvature of parent artery: (a) straight 
vessel (b) C = 0.05 mm -1  (c) C = 0.08 mm -1 
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stenosis increased, as shown in Figure AI-3, which indicates the flow inside the 

aneurysm is apparently affected by the geometric deformation of the blood vessel. 

Also, from the comparison between the velocity in models with different curvatures in 

Figure A1-2, it reveals that the reattachment length became smaller as the curvature of 

parent artery increased. Because the flow in curved vessels is driven by inertial force, 

the flow is more likely to run along the inertial path, so that the direction of the flow 

tends to point out at the convex side of the artery, as shown in Figure AI-4. As for the 

recirculation flow after the stenosis, the behaviour of reattachment flow was also 

different from straight vessel affected by the inertial force. When the curvature of the 

parent artery becomes higher, it is easier for the reattachment flow after the stenosis to 

Figure AI-6 Sketch of the direction of flow in parent artery 

Figure AI-5 Aneurysmal flow pattern affected by vascular curvature and position of stenosis: (a) C 
= 0.05 mm -1, moderate  (b) C = 0.05 mm -1, short  (c) C = 0.08 mm -1, moderate  (d) C = 0.08 

mm -1, short  (vascular curvature, distance between stenosis and aneurysm) 
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arrive at the artery wall, as shown in Figure AI-5. Thus, the phenomenon that the 

reattachment length became smaller as the curvature increased can be understood. 

Since the reattachment length became smaller in the curved vessels, Figure A1-2 also 

demonstrates that even in the case with severe stenosis, the reattachment flow was not 

long enough to arrive at the aneurysm orifice when the distance between stenosis and 

aneurysm was moderate, so that the reattachment flow did not affect the aneurysmal 

flow pattern. However, when the distance between stenosis and aneurysm decreased 

to adequate small, the recirculation flow extended to the aneurysm neck, as shown in 

Figure AI-6, and the aneurysmal flow pattern was disturbed to multi-vortexes flow 

pattern. Therefore, though the recirculation in curved vessel is not as large as that in 

the straight vessel, the existence of severe stenosis may also impact the aneurysmal 

flow pattern, provided that the distance between stenosis and aneurysm is adequate 

small. 

Pressure 

Figure AI-7 shows the aneurysmal pressure change in different models. Pressure 

changes in curved vessels were similar to that in the straight vessels, the aneurysmal 

pressure decreased when the degree of stenosis increased from 30% to 70 %. However, 

comparing to straight vessels, the curved vessels produced less noticeable decreasing 

value. Between models with same severity of stenosis in different curvatures, the value 

of the pressure change fluctuates in a close range. In the case of 70 % stenosis, the 

aneurysmal pressure drop was about 248 Pa (2.41 mmHg) higher than the pressure 

drop in the case of 30 %. 

Figure AI-7 Intra-aneurysmal pressure (average value) change between models in different 
artery curvatures: (a) C = 0.05 mm -1  (b) C = 0.08 mm -1 
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Discussion  

This study implemented the simulation of idealised models with a certain shape and 

size of aneurysm on straight vessels with different degree of stenosis on various 

positions, and also on curved vessels with two different curvatures. Many researches 

have shown the flow pattern in parent artery with aneurysm to describe the normal 

flow patterns inside the aneurysm [6,70]. Also, the phenomenon of flow recirculation 

is an important characteristic of stenosis which has been discussed before [113,117,148]. 

Different morphologies of parent artery and degrees of stenosis may influence the flow 

pattern in the artery, especially for the reattachment flow. No research has provided 

the simulation result of model with an aneurysm exists after a stenosis in the parent 

artery, however such kind of clinical cases exist [149]. Hence, the simulation of models 

with both stenosis and aneurysm is necessary to be carried out to observe the unusual 

and complicated flow pattern, especially when the stenosis is severe enough to create 

a recirculation at its downstream. Result shows that the existence of stenosis and the 

consequent reattachment flow influences the aneurysmal flow pattern depends on a 

crucial factor—the distance between them. 

Some limitations exist in this study because the use of idealised geometries, as the 

smooth wall and the lacking of bifurcation may neglect the complexity of the 

haemodynamics in the flow, since more CFD studies of blood flow intends to use 

patient-specific models [150–152]. However, this study aims to examine the impact on 

aneurysmal haemodynamics with the existence of pre-aneurysmal stenosis in different 

size and positions. Comparing to the patient-specific model, the adoption of idealised 

model intends to omit the undesired geometric complexities that could significantly 

complicate the haemodynamic investigation [70]. Besides, the determine of boundary 

conditions may significantly influence the simulation result, even for models with 

similar morphologies. 
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Conclusion 

To learn the different haemodynamics in the geometry with both stenosis and 

aneurysm and study the influence to the aneurysm when a pre-aneurysm stenosis 

exists which may threaten people’s health and life even more severely, numerical 

simulation of idealised models of straight and curved blood vessels with both 

aneurysm and pre-aneurysm stenosis have been studied, with altering the degree of 

stenosis, the distance between stenosis and aneurysm and the curvature of parent 

artery. The present study emphasizes the abnormal phenomenon in flow pattern and 

increase of intra-aneurysmal pressure change affected by the existence of pre-

aneurysm stenosis.  

Observing the flow pattern of all models, the reattachment length increases as the 

degree of stenosis increases (refer to Section 2.4 for more details). Dominated by 

inertial force, reattachment flow in curved vessel is obvious smaller than that of 

straight vessel, and it tends to decrease as the curvature of parent artery increases. As 

to artery with severe stenosis and short distance between stenosis and aneurysm, the 

flow pattern may become multi-vortexes flow pattern when the reattachment flow 

extends to the aneurysm neck.  

Because of the existence of stenosis, the intra-aneurysmal pressure shows a trend of 

decrease. As the degree of stenosis becomes severe, the decrease of intra-aneurysmal 

pressure increases. In other words, the treatment of pre-aneurysm stenosis may create 

higher pressure condition to the aneurysm which should be taken into consideration 

in further studies as well as the clinical research.
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Table AII-1 Vortex difference between measurement by PIV and CFD in Chapter 4 

 
Flowrate Plane Method 

Horizontal 

Difference 
Vertical Difference 

 

150 X2 

CFD 4 mm further right 

Similar 

PIV  

250 

X1 

CFD 

Similar 

1.7 mm higher 

PIV  

X2 

CFD 
4.5 mm further 

right Similar 

PIV  

X3 

CFD 1.5 further left 

Similar 

PIV  

 

250 X2 

CFD 
2.5 mm further 

right Similar 

PIV  

400 X2 

CFD 
4.3 mm further 

right Similar 

PIV  
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Absolute value of MFR and EL  

for untreated cases  

in Chapter 6 
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Table AIII-1 Absolute values of MFR and EL for the untreated cases in Chapter 6 

Flow Rate 

[mL/min] 

Aneurysm A Aneurysm B 

MFR [kg/s] EL [kg·m2/s3] MFR [kg/s] EL [kg·m2/s3] 

150 2.72E-03 1.87E-05 5.02E-03 8.16E-05 

250 4.88E-03 1.02E-04 9.83E-03 4.16E-04 

400 8.31E-03 4.27E-04 1.81E-02 1.83E-03 

 

 


